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FOREWORD 
 

 
Ted Villamor G. 
Inocencio, FUAP 
Dean, College of 
Architecture and Fine Arts 
Polytechnic University of 
the Philippines (PUP) 
Sta. Mesa, Manila 
January 16, 2012 

Volunteerism is a pure delight of mind and spirit as it sprung honestly 
and sincerely from the heart…. that of providing for the good or 
improvement of the human quality of life. It is through this celebration of 
human quality that TAO-Pilipinas and its projects, especially its Annual YP 
Workshop for Social Housing, become not only commendable but worthy 
of emulation elsewhere in this perpetually-challenged world as far as shelter 
provision is concerned. 

We come to realize that housing needs cannot solely be based from 
emerging households out of booming populations but also as a result of 
displacement caused by natural or man-made calamities like typhoons, 
floods, and conflicts. It is on this milieu that TAO-Pilipinas shared its 
expertise not only within the organization but with the involvement of other 
sectors in our society as well. The inclusion of our young 
professionals/students only magnifies the intent to which the people 
behind this organization has envisioned itself to be, as a catalyst of change 
and progress to communities, having in mind also the training of young 
minds and how these people can early on do their share in community 
building through participative mode, hands-on experience by way of 
immersion, and interaction. And through these exercises, they can come 
personally in contact with reality and become pro-active members of 
society. 

Our school (PUP) has been a partner of TAO-Pilipinas for many years 
now, and on hindsight, the collaboration has resulted in many fruitful and 
beneficial outcomes both ways. We in the university are cognizant of that, 
for TAO-Pilipinas has provided a new platform for our students to have a 
better view and understanding about what social housing really is in the 
country. 

My congratulations and esteemed felicitations to the organization and 
kudos to the women behind this noblest of intentions and the 2011 YP 
participants as well as the supporters and benefactors of TAO-Pilipinas for a 
meaningful program this year. Wishing you all success in your future 
endeavors. Your work and hardships can truly be understood and summed 
by this: You can amend the past, you can nurture the present, and by these 
with the grace of God, you can touch the future. 
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2011 YP 
Workshop 
Documentation 
Report 
Mainstreaming Disaster Risk 
Reduction in Community Planning 
and Development 

Introduction 
This report is a documentation of the 
proceedings from the 2011 Young Professionals 
Workshop on Social Housing, a 7-day training 
program organized and conducted by TAO-
Pilipinas, Inc. on October 19-25, 2011 in Quezon 
City. 
 

About the YP Workshop 

The Young Professionals (YP) Workshop on Social 
Housing is a capability-building activity organized 
annually by TAO-Pilipinas to orient young design 
professionals about social housing, with different 
thematic focus every year. It targets young design 
professionals/students who are interested in 
working on issues that affect poor communities, 
particularly their shelter needs. It aims to develop 
social commitment and promote YP involvement 
in participatory processes with poor communities 
in need of technical professional services. Done in 
coordination with TAO’s partner NGOs and 
people’s organizations, the program provides 
venues for direct community-professional 
interaction. 
 
TAO has previously organized four cycles of the 
Young Professionals Workshop in Social Housing 
with the following themes and immersion areas: 
participatory community planning (Metro Manila) 

in 2005; community-based disaster risk 
management (Infanta, Quezon Province) in 2006; 
building sustainable communities in resettlement 
sites (Albay Province) in 2008; and water supply 
and sanitation (Metro Manila) in 2009. For the 
2011 YP Workshop on Social Housing, the 
program focused on the theme “Mainstreaming 
Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) in Community 
Planning and Development”. 
 
In this fifth cycle of the YP Workshop, TAO-
Pilipinas worked with the following partner 
organizations in carrying out the workshop 
activities: COM (Community Organizers 
Multiversity); Masagana of Navotas 
Neighborhood Association; Samahan ng Maliliit 
na Mangangalakal ng R. Domingo; Samahang 
Pantalan Uno; and Kasiglahan Village Phase 1-D 
Homeowners Association.  
 

Workshop Objectives and Method 

The overall objective of the 2011 YP Workshop is 
to build the capacity of YPs in providing technical 
design support to poor communities working 
towards shelter security and sustainable 
settlements. Specifically, it aims to: 

1. Orient young design professionals and 
students on social housing through training 
activities that will enable better appreciation 
of the concerns/issues affecting the urban 
poor; 

2. Provide a venue for discussion among 
experts, young design professionals and 
urban poor community representatives on 
disaster risk reduction as they relate to 
social housing; 

3. Encourage the involvement of young design 
professionals/students in community 
development work through immersion and 
direct interaction; and 

4. Facilitate transfer of technical knowledge on 
building disaster-resilient communities to 
partner people’s organizations. 

 
The YP Workshop activities consisted of a 7-day 
workshop program that combines two levels of 
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training --- theory and practicum. TAO-Pilipinas 
developed four program modules:  

Module 1 – Lecture Sessions on Social Housing  
Module 2 – Lecture Sessions on Disaster Risk 
Reduction  
Module 3 – Community Immersion  
Module 4 – Community Action Planning  

 
For the first two modules, resource persons from 
the government, academe, non-government 
institutions and people’s organizations were 
invited to give presentations. The last two 
modules involved undergoing field visits, a 3-day 
stay-in immersion, and facilitating community 
consultations. After fieldwork activities, the 
participants reported back to give a presentation 
of their immersion outputs and develop ways to 
realize formulated community action plans.  
 
The methods used in the workshop are highly 
participatory (e.g. focus group discussion, 
simulation exercises, role play, games, field 
workshops, etc.) and participants are considered 
both learners and facilitators.  
 

Workshop Participants 

Fifteen (15) senior students of architecture, 
engineering and planning completed the 
workshop along with eight (8) community 
representatives. Participants included YPs from 
University of the Philippines College of 
Architecture, Polytechnic University of the 
Philippines College of Architecture and Fine Arts, 
University of the East Manila and University of the 
East Caloocan College of Engineering, Miriam 
College Department of Environment, and 
Technological Institute of the Philippines College 
of Engineering. Participants from the community 
represented the workshop immersion areas, 
namely Masagana Area in Tanza, Navotas; 
Pantalan Uno and R. Domingo in Tangos, 
Navotas; and Kasiglahan Village 1 Phase 1D in 
Rodriguez, Rizal. 
 
See Annex A for list of workshop participants 

Schedule of Activities 

 
Day 1: October 19, 2011 Wednesday 
Venue: Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority Training 
Room (BAI Compound Visayas Ave., Quezon City)  
8:00 Registration 
8:30 Opening Ceremonies 

National Anthem by Klervin Collado 
Opening Prayer by Paolo Alarcon 
Welcome Remarks by Arlene Lusterio 
Introduction to Workshop Activities 

9:00 Small Group Activity 1: Introductions and 
Expectations Setting 

9:45 Snack Break 
10:10 KEYNOTE LECTURE: 

Sustainable Settlements Development in 
the time of Climate Change [Laura David, 
PhD, TAO Board President] 

11:15 Session A:  Social Housing Overview 
Social Housing in the Philippines [Mr. 
Zacarias A. Abanes, HUDCC] 

12:00 Lunch Break  
13:00 Standards for Social Housing Provision 

and Design [Arch/EnP. Ma. Faith Y. 
Varona, TAO-RP Program Director] 

13:40 Session A Open Forum / Discussion 
14:20 House Rules, Host Group Assignments, 

Room Assignments 
14:35 Session B:  Tools and Approaches to 

Social Housing 
Sustainable Concepts in Shelter Design 
and Development for Social Housing 
[Arch/EnP. Arlene Christy D. Lusterio, 
TAO Executive Director] 
Participatory Community Planning and 
Design [Engr/EnP. Rosalyn-Frances M. 
Veneracion, TAO-YP Program Staff] 
Alternative Building Materials and 
Technologies for Social Housing [Arch. 
Angelus Maria P. Sales, TAO-RP Program 
Staff] 

16:00 Session B Open Forum / Discussion 
Snack Break 

16:40 Session C: The Community Immersion 
Areas 

Background Profile of Masagana  
community in Tanza, Navotas [Mr. 
Menelo Abueva] 
Background Profile of R. Domingo 
community in Tangos, Navotas [Ms. Rosa 
Estipanio] 
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Background Profile of Pantalan Uno 
community in Tangos, Navotas [Mr. 
Emerson Sario] 
Background Profile of KV Phase 1-D in 
Rodriguez, Rizal [Ms. Sally Torres] 

17:35 Summary of the Day 1 sessions by Host 
Group 

18:00 Small Group Activity 2: Team Building 
(Zoom) 

19:00 Dinner 
 

Day 2: October 20, 2011 Thursday 
Venue: FPA Training Room 
7:00 Breakfast and Registration of Participants 
8:00 Recap of Day 1 activities by Host Group 
8:15 Session D:  Preparing Communities for 

Climate Change Adaptation and Disaster 
Risk Reduction 

The Philippine Laws on Climate Change 
and Disaster Risk Reduction [Mr. Ramon 
Padilla, SIBAT/DRRNet Philippines] 
Community Based Disaster Risk 
Reduction and Management [Ms. 
Mayfourth Luneta, CDP] 

10:25 Session D  Open Forum / Discussion 
Snack break 

10:45 Disaster Risk Reduction through Urban 
Planning and Management 
[Prof. Ernesto Serote] 

12:10 Session E:  Understanding Hazards in 
Greater Metro Manila 

Geological Hazards in Metro Manila and 
Rizal [Dr. Baby Jane Punongbayan, 
PHIVOLCS] 

13:10 Lunch 
13:45 Structural and Non-Structural Measures 

for Flood Mitigation in Metro Manila 
[Prof. Peter Paul Castro, UP CE] 
Hydro-Meteorological Hazards in Metro 
Manila and Rizal [Mr. Carlomagno 
Ancheta Jr., PAGASA] 

15:30 Session E  Open Forum / Discussion 
15:40 Session F:  Disaster Risk Reduction in 

Urban Poor Communities 
Buklod Tao Experience in Disaster Risk 
Reduction [Mr. Noli Abinales, Buklod 
Tao]  
Disaster-Resilient Design Principles for 
Low-Cost Housing [Arch/EnP. Geraldine 
R. Matabang, TAO-ET Program Director] 

17:30 Session F  Open Forum / Discussion 

Snack break 
17:45 Summary of Day 2 lecture sessions by Host 

Group 
18:00 Session G:  Orientation on the 

Community Immersion Program 
Overview of the Immersion Modules and 
Tools 
Workshop Evaluation Part I 

19:00 Dinner 
 

Day 3: October 21, 2011 Friday 
Venue: Field visit sites; Community Immersion Areas 
7:00  Room Check-out and breakfast 
8:00  Travel to Field Visit Site A 
9:30  Field Visit Sites A 

Group 1: SHEC Housing Project, Malibay, 
Pasay City 
Group 2: VASRA Housing Project, Quezon 
City 

10:30 Travel to Field Visit Site B 
11:00 Field Visit Sites B 

Group 1: GK Baseco Housing Project, 
Manila 
Group 2: Bgy. Holy Spirit Ecology Center, 
Quezon City 

12:00 Lunch (packed lunches) 
13:00 Travel to Community Immersion Sites 

Community A:  R. Domingo and Pantalan 
Uno in Tangos, Navotas 
Community B:  Masagana in Tanza, 
Navotas 
Community C:  KV Phase 1-D in 
Rodriguez, Rizal 

14:00 Meeting with Community Leaders 
15:00 Transect Walk 
17:00 Preparations for Community Consultations 
19:00 Dinner and overnight accommodations with 

host families 
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Day 4: October 22, 2011 Saturday 
Venue: Community Immersion Areas 
6:30 Breakfast with host families 
7:00  Preparation of workshop venue 
7:30  Registration of participants 
8:00  Expectations Setting, Laying down of 

Objectives, Program and House Rules 
8:40  Session 1: Climate Change and Disaster Risk 

Reduction 
9:20  Session 2: Hazards Assessment (Focus Group 

Discussion) 
Snacks break 

10:30  Session 3: Vulnerability Assessment 
(Problem Tree Analysis) 

11:30  Session 4: Capacities Assessment (Mapping 
Overlay) 

12:00  Lunch 
13:00  Session 4: Capacities Assessment (Mapping 

Overlay) 
14:30  Session 5: Planning for Disaster Risk 

Reduction 
Snacks break 

15:30  Community Emergency Plan 
16:00  Session 6: Community Action Planning for 

DRR 
17:00  Expectations Checking and Evaluation 

activity 
Awarding of Certificates 

19:00 Dinner with host families 
 

Day 5: October 23, 2011 Sunday 
Venue: Community Immersion Areas; BSWM 
6:00 Wake-up Call (may attend Sunday Mass) 
7:00  Breakfast with host families 
8:00  Review and consolidation of Community 

Workshop outputs 
Group reflection sharing 

11:00  Travel back to training venue (BSWM) 
12:00 Lunch 
14:00 Preparations for the group’s plenary 

presentation 
Mural painting 

19:00 Dinner 
 

 

 

 

Day 6: October 24, 2011 Monday 
Venue: Bureau of Soils and Water Management 
(BSWM Function Room, Elliptical Road, Quezon City) 
8:00  Breakfast  
9:00  Registration of participants 
10:00 Plenary Presentation of Group A:  Tangos, 

Navotas 
10:40 Reactions from Panel 

Snack break 
11:30 Plenary Presentation of Group B:  Masagana 

in Tanza, Navotas 
12:20 Lunch 
13:30 Reactions from Panel 
14:30 Plenary Presentation of Group C:  KV Phase 

1-D in Rodriguez, Rizal 
15:30 Reactions from Panel 
16:00 Group Picture Taking 

Snack break 
17:00 Mural Presentations 
 Workshop Evaluation Part 2 
18:00 Individual Reflection Sharing 
19:00 Dinner 
20:00 R&R: Videoke session 

 

Day 7: October 25, 2011 Tuesday 
Venue: BSWM Function Room 
7:00 Breakfast 
8:00 Registration of participants 
9:00 Continuation of Individual Reflections 
10:00 Snack Break 
10:15 Workshop Evaluation Activities 

Expectations Checking 
Workshop Evaluation Part 3 

11:00 Closing Ceremonies (end of workshop) 
Closing Remarks by Arlene Lusterio 
Awarding of Certificates and Tokens 

12:00 Lunch 
 

Workshop sponsors 

Project funding support for the 2011 Young 
Professionals Workshop on Social Housing was 
provided by Misereor, Asian Coalition for 
Community Action (ACCA), and Partnership of 
Philippine Support Service Agencies (PHILSSA). 
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Part 1: Lecture Sessions 
The first two days of the workshop was 
conducted at the FPA Training Room in Quezon 
City. The participants were oriented on socialized 
housing topics and issues and this was followed 
by sessions that centered on disaster risk 
reduction. The aim is to build the knowledge of 
participants on the topics that will be given 
during the community immersion, which they will 
facilitate in the middle part of the whole YP 
workshop. These topics were given through a 
series of lectures.  Pedagogical and participatory 
activities were also integrated in the first 2 days 
to make the participants actively involved in the 
workshop. Some of the activities were formation 
of host teams, icebreakers, and creative group 
activities. Days 1 and 2 also involved preparations 
for the 3-day community immersion. 
 

Highlights of Day 1 Sessions 
Several resource persons gave lectures to orient 
the participants on social housing and 
community development planning during the 
first day of the workshop. Lecturers from TAO-
Pilipinas presented various topics related to social 
housing. 
 

Expectations Setting 

This is an introductory activity designed to level-
off expectations from the workshop participants. 
Each participant was asked to share what was 
their expectation from the 7-day workshop. They 
were also asked to consider their possible role or 
contribution to the workshop activities. 
 
In summary, the participants articulated the 
following: 

 Community participants expected that 
their knowledge on disaster risk 
reduction will be enhanced so that they 
can share them to their members. They 
also expected to discuss the problems 
and calamities that they experience in 

their communities. As participants, they 
were willing to share their experiences 
and knowledge, and facilitate an 
icebreaker when needed. 

 As students and in preparation for their 
profession, the participants expected to 
obtain new knowledge on proper 
community design that is responsive to 
disasters. Through their experience and 
exposure to community issues, they also 
expect to enhance awareness, apply 
theories and learn more from actual 
work.  

 Student participants articulated that they 
can share their opinion, theoretical 
knowledge learned from school or 
academic fieldtrips, as well as their 
creative talents. They also assured that 
they will cooperate and actively 
participate in the workshop activities. 

 

Keynote Lecture 

The keynote lecture was delivered by Dr. Laura 
David, President of TAO Board of Trustees. Her 
presentation was titled “Sustainable Settlement 
Development in the time of Climate Change”. 

 
Dr. Laura David presented the 
effects of climate change and the 
studies on the increasing 
temperature in the country. She 
also explained several strategies 

that can help communities adapt to the effects of 
climate change. One of these is the use of 
appropriate building materials and painting roofs 
with highly reflective colours such as white. 
Another is using indigenous house designs as it 
had been observed that traditional designs such 
as the houses in Bataan and the old ancestral 
Spanish houses were able to withstand the 
different hazards in the Philippines. Working with 
nature through preservation of and designing 
with open spaces is also another important 
means to adapt to climate change. This can be 
done by building medium rise buildings or 
designing structures in clusters and with open 
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spaces, and protecting natural ecosystems such 
as forest covers and coral reefs.  
 

Session A: Social Housing Overview 

The learning objectives for this session were: 
 To understand the poverty and housing 

situation and institutional mechanisms in 
social housing delivery; 

 To know the standards and technical 
requirements for social housing provision 
and design; and 

 To be familiar with the different 
stakeholders (government, private sector, 
NGOs, POs) in the social housing sector. 

 
Two lectures were delivered in this session. 
Director Zacarias Abanes of HUDCC presented a 
national situationer on “Social Housing in the 
Philippines” while Arch. Faith Varona presented 
“Standards for Social Housing Provision and 
Design”. 

 
Director Zacarias Abanes 
presented the housing need 
situation in the Philippines as well 
as the factors contributing to the 
growing housing need. These are 

rapid urbanization; increasing level of poverty 
incidence; limited resources or small budget 
allocation for housing; and low level of housing 
production due to low financial resources. He 
also presented the different laws in the 
Philippines relevant to housing; to include the 
1987 Constitution, BP 220, RA 7279, and PD 957, 
among others. He then discussed the housing 
and resettlement programs of the government 
for low-income families and government 
employees. He also pointed out that access to 
quality shelter does not only come from “hard” 
interventions but also through “soft” 
interventions such as the people’s access to 
funding sources. 
 

Arch. Faith Varona explained the 
highlights of Batas Pambansa 
220, particularly the standards in 
house planning and design. She 
said that adhering to these 

standards such as minimum lot sizes, proper 
layout and provision of basic services (for 
instance, water and electrical connections), can 
also preserve the quality of the house designs. 
Arch. Varona also discussed the provisions of the 
Urban Development Housing Act (UDHA) that 
focused on land acquisition for social housing, 
balanced housing, and evictions and demolitions. 
 

Session A Open Forum 

Q (Melody): Can flood waters be treated through 
pumping?  

A (Dr. David): You must consider first the volume 
of floodwaters to be treated. Treatment by 
pumps is alright for small amount of water. 
Think, how many pumps would you really 
need to generate enough impact? 

 
Q (R. Domingo rep): Can our organization 

apply/access PAGIBIG funds? 
A (Dr. Abanes): PAGIBIG funds are available only 

to those who are gainfully employed. Loan 
application can be done through the regional 
office. The Community Mortgage Program is 
more suitable for communities. The 
community organization should register first 
in HLURB, seek a CMP originator which is 
either an NGO or LGU, submit documents and 
apply at SHFC. 

 
Q (Arvin): How do housing agencies address the 

problem of the inaccessibility of income 
sources in resettlement sites? 

A (Dir. Abanes): What is advisable is to do an in-
city development, but is difficult due to lack of 
space and expensive land prices.  Another 
strategy is to find a place near Metro Manila 
like Rizal. However the problem is that the 
income of the resettlers goes to transportation.  
At present, the government carries out 
interventions such as establishing networks for 
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livelihood through the National Housing 
Authority and situating housing projects near 
the Metro or Light Rail transits (train 
networks). 

 
Q (Margie): Will there be a conflict if we relocate 

to a site classified as Agro-Industrial land?  
A (Arlene): This request was already brought to 

the city planning office.  One justification 
made for reclassification is its being adjacent 
to a residential area.  Higher taxes however 
could be imposed since it is agro-industrial. 
Agreements might and should also be in place 
in case poultry farms are established in the 
site.  

 
Q (KV1 rep): An overflowing creek situated inside 

our resettlement site caused flooding. 
A (Arlene): Earlier it was mentioned that bodies 

of water such as creeks can overflow up to 6 
times its width on both sides. The YP 
immersion community group can look into 
this problem during the workshop and see the 
interventions that can be done. 

 

Session B: Tools and Approaches to 
Social Housing 

The learning objectives for this session were: 
 To understand the different 

methodologies and practices in effective 
community and housing development for 
the poor; 

 To be familiar with alternative building 
materials that can be employed for social 
housing; and 

 To assess the appropriateness for poor 
communities of various examples of 
sustainable shelter designs. 

 
Three lectures were delivered in this session. 
Arch. Arlene Lusterio presented “Sustainable 
Concepts in Shelter Design and Development for 
Social Housing”; EnP. Rosalyn Veneracion gave a 
lecture on “Participatory Community Planning 
and Design”; and Arch. Angelus Sales presented 

“Alternative Building Materials and Technologies 
for Social Housing”. 

 
Arch. Arlene Lusterio explained 
the definitions of sustainable 
development and sustainable 
human settlements. In her 
lecture, she presented the 

characteristics of planning for sustainable 
settlements – that it must design with nature and 
consider the use of renewable/alternative 
materials which might be costly but requires low 
maintenance. She further emphasized that 
planning must provide spaces for interaction; and 
also consider social inclusion, gender sensitivity 
and organic treatment of waste water. She said 
that there must be balance between the built and 
open spaces as well as waste management.  

 
Engr. Rosalyn Marcelo-
Veneracion presented the 
participatory processes and 
examples of its applications at 
the community level. She 

explained the importance of getting them 
involved in the process and not being dependent 
on the technical professionals. According to her 
presentation, participatory processes have been 
recognized to promote sustainability of human 
settlements. People acquire the sense of 
ownership since they are able to contribute their 
ideas and efforts (e.g. self-help construction) in 
the different phases, from house planning and 
design to construction. 

 
Arch. Angel Sales’ presentation is 
about the Alternative Building 
Materials and Technologies 
(ABMAT) for Social Housing. 
Existing ABMAT available in the 

Philippines are: Micro Concrete Roof Tiles (MCR), 
Compressed Earth Blocks (CEB), Interlocking 
Compressed Earth Blocks (ICEB), Concrete 
Interlocking Blocks (CIB), and Wood Wool 
Cement-Bonded Board (WWCB). She explained 
the characteristics of each material, how it is 
being produced and applied.  She also discussed 
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the advantages as well as the important 
considerations in using the material.  
 

Session B Open Forum 

Q (Paolo): What should we put inside the CIB?  
A (A. Sales): Mortar is placed at every 10 layers. 

In the CIB block, one hole is for the reinforcing 
bars while the other holes are for the mortar.  

 
Comment (Margie): I would just like to share our 

experience in participatory community 
planning and design. Our organization 
MASAGANA, while assisted by TAO, was able 
to go through several community planning 
and design activities for our resettlement site 
in Angat. Our plans include providing cheap 
labor and co-sharing of responsibilities in the 
design and construction of our houses. TAO-
Pilipinas entrusts with us at all times the 
power to decide during the processes. 

 

Session C: The Community Immersion 
Areas 

The learning objectives for this session were: 
 (for the YP participants) to know the 

physical and socio-economic situation of 
the areas to be visited/stayed-in for 
community immersion activities. 

 
Representatives from the workshop immersion 
areas presented a background profile of their 
communities: Mr. Menelo Abueva for Masagana 
community in Tanza, Navotas; Ms. Rosa Estipanio 
for R. Domingo community in Tangos, Navotas; 
Mr. Emerson Roy Sario for Pantalan Uno 
community in Tangos, Navotas; and Ms. Sally 
Torres for KV Phase 1-D in Rodriguez, Rizal. 
 

Background Profile of Masagana of Navotas 
Neighborhood Association 

The community of Masagana is located in a 12-
hectare, privately owned site within Barangay 
Tanza in Navotas City. Composed of 69 families, 

they are a group of informal settlers who were 
evicted from nearby areas in the metro (Malabon, 
Navotas, Dagat-dagatan) in 2005. Formerly a 
partially reclaimed fishpond, the site is now under 
water due to the rains brought by typhoons and 
a breach in one of the fishpond dikes. The site 
has been submerged in brackish waters (about a 
meter deep) since 2008. Thus, all the houses are 
on-stilts made of different materials such as 
cement, coco lumber and outlumber.  
 

 
Masagana community in Tanza, Navotas 

 
The average household monthly income of a 
family ranges from 6,000 to 9,000 pesos. They 
usually source their income from fishing, vending 
and carpentry. Households tap power and water 
supply from communal sources. 
 
Apart from being a constantly flooded area, it is 
also exposed to other hazards such as typhoons 
and land subsidence. Poor waste management is 
also considered a hazard by the community. 
 
With the assistance of TAO-Pilipinas, a loan from 
ACCA, and a grant from SELAVIP, the community 
has acquired land in Angat, Bulacan where they 
will relocate and implement a self-help housing 
project. 
 

Background Profile of R. Domingo  

Samahan ng Maliliit na Mangangalakal ng R. 
Domingo is an urban poor organization 
composed of 30 families, living informally in 
Barangay Tangos, Navotas City. Most of the 
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families live in houses that are made of light 
materials and lack toilet facilities. The area, 
located near a river, is prone to flooding so 
houses are constructed on-stilts. Narrow and 
congested pathways in the community make the 
area also prone to fires. 

 
R. Domingo community in Tangos, Navotas 

 
A family’s household income ranges from 3,000 
to 4,000 pesos per month, which they usually 
acquire from fishing or trading. The community 
has water and power supply and is located near 
barangay facilities such as health center, fire 
station and school. 
 

Background Profile of Pantalan Uno 

Samahang Pantalan Uno is a community 
organization established in 2005. They are 
composed of 50 informal settler-families 
occupying a government-owned land in 
Barangay Tangos, Navotas City. Water and 
electricity are available in the area. The 
community often experiences flooding especially 
since they are situated along a river. 

 
Pantalan Uno community in Tangos, Navotas 

Some houses in the community, especially those 
along the main roads, are made of concrete. 
Those houses near the sea are made of light 
materials such as linoleum, wood, old GI sheets 
and bamboo. They have a small basketball court, 
small plaza and pay 30 pesos per night for 
electricity. They fetch water from their neighbors. 
 
Household monthly income is different for every 
family depending on their source of livelihood. 
Some would have 12,000 pesos per month. There 
are minimum wage earners per week while fisher 
folks earn daily.  
 
Apart from flooding, the community has already 
experienced an earthquake and typhoons. There 
have also been cases of dengue. 
 

Background Profile of KV1 Phase 1D 

Kasiglahan Village (KV) is a resettlement site 
located in Barangay San Jose, Rodriguez, Rizal. 
The residents of KV are relocatee-families who 
were mostly evicted due to government projects 
in the areas of Pasig, Payatas, SSS, Tatalon, San 
Juan, San Andres Manila, Commonwealth, 
Intramuros and Cubao .  
 
The KV Phase 1-D Homeowners Association was 
established in 2003 and is composed of about 
3800 families. They have single-detached and 
rowhouse-type houses that are made of concrete, 
with lot areas at 35 square meters. When they 
arrived in year 2000, there were no basic facilities 
available in the site. With the help of leaders from 
the community, barangay and local government, 
they now have available water and power supply, 
church, school and health center. Parks and 
playgrounds however, are not available in the 
area. 
 
Around 60% of the families in the community 
have no stable source of income. On the average, 
they make 200 pesos per day. They earn from 
going to the landfield, rolling stores, being 
sidewalk vendors, and driving tricycles and 
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pedicabs. Others travel far to work outside the 
resettlement site. 
 

 
Map of Kasiglahan Village in Rodriguez, Rizal 

 
During TS Ondoy in 2009, the whole community 
was submerged in floodwaters. Apart from 
flooding, the area also faces typhoon hazards and 
earthquake hazards since it is located near a fault. 
There have also been cases of dengue and of 
riots between youth fraternity groups. 
 

Team Building Activity: Zoom 

This is a big group activity designed to create a 
sense of community, develop perspective taking 
and enhance problem solving. It is an engaging 
team building activity aimed at improving 
communication skills. 
 
This activity is based on the wordless picture 
book “Zoom” by Istvan Banayi which consists of 
30 sequential “pictures within pictures.” (The 
Zoom narrative moves from a rooster to a ship to 
a city street to a desert island and outer space.) 
The challenge is for all participants to get 
themselves lined up sequentially, so that their 
pictures tell a “story.” And, they must do this 
without looking at one another’s picture. This 
activity requires patience, communication, and 
trying to understand from another’s point of view 
in order to recreate the story’s sequence. 
 
After an hour, the participants were able to 
recreate the Zoom storyline with only a couple of 
pictures that were not in sequence. The facilitator 

then debriefed the participants by asking the 
following questions: 
 How did you do? (Team performance can be 

measured by counting how many pictures 
are out of sequence.) 

 What made it difficult? Why was it hard to 
get the story together? 

 What enabled your success? 
 
In summary, the participants pointed out the 
following: 
 What made the activity difficult at first was 

that everyone was talking simultaneously. 
No one wanted to take the initiative to lead 
in the beginning. 

 The group started to become organized 
when someone stood up to take the lead in 
letting everyone describe their picture. With 
each one given the chance to speak, the 
sequence of the story started to unfold. 

 What helped achieve the objective was 
when all the participants understood the 
goal of the activity. 

 
The facilitator likened the lessons from this 
activity with planning community projects where 
communication and leadership are also important 
factors to plan effectively. 
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Highlights of Day 2 Sessions 
Day 2 lecture sessions focused on disaster risk 
reduction (DRR). Scope of presentations covered 
topics from preparedness to mitigation, including 
both hard and soft measures of DRR. Three 
sessions of DRR were carried out with various 
resource persons from government, the academe, 
and non-government organizations. 
 

Session D: Preparing Communities for 
Climate Change Adaptation and Disaster 
Risk Reduction 

The learning objectives for this session were: 
 To create awareness of key concepts in 

community-based disaster risk reduction 
management; 

 To understand the legal basis for 
mainstreaming CCA and DRR in housing 
and urban development processes; and 

 To know the role of the different 
stakeholders (government, private sector, 
and community) in the creation of safe 
and disaster-resilient communities. 

 
Three lectures were delivered in this session. Ms. 
Mayfourth Luneta of Center for Disaster 
Preparedness (CDP) presented the fundamental 
concepts in “Community-Based Disaster Risk 
Reduction and Management” while Mr. Ramon 
Padilla of DRRNet Philippines gave an overview 
of “RA 10121” or the DRRM Act. Professor 
Ernesto Serote lectured about “DRR through 
Urban Planning and Management”. 

 
Mr. Ramon Padilla explained the 
shift of disaster management 
from disaster reaction/response 
to disaster preparedness, 
mitigation, response and 

rehabilitation. This has become apparent in the 
disaster-related Philippine laws that have been 
legislated.  He also explained the highlights of 
the Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Act 
of 2010, which include: risk reduction and 
management that aim to reduce the effects of 

the hazards on communities; the importance of 
making the application participatory; and the 
important roles of governance, participation and 
knowledge management. Other highlights 
include the integration of rights-based disaster 
risk management and compliance to international 
standards. The law also promotes the integration 
of DRRM in educational systems and the 
enhancement of the LGU’s knowledge on DRRM.  

 
Ms. Mayfourth Luneta presented 
the different concepts/ 
terminologies related to disaster 
risk management such as 
vulnerability, hazards, capacity 

and disaster risk. Conducting CBDRRM or the 
Community-Based Disaster Risk Reduction and 
Management is the main focus of her lecture. 
According to her, CBDRRM is participatory, 
integrative (multi-sector), empowering and pro-
active. The process of which includes the 
following: 1) community profiling; 2) community 
risk assessment looking into the elements of 
vulnerability, hazards and capacity; and 3) 
planning and implementation of specific actions 
toward risk reduction. 

 
Prof. Ernesto Serote explained 
the ways on how DRR can be 
integrated in land use planning. 
One of the tools that can be used 
for DRR is the zoning ordinance 

that can regulate the siting of different 
establishments/settlements to keep them away 
from hazardous areas. During the lecture, he 
emphasized the “build back better” concept 
wherein old buildings are retrofitted or damaged 
structures are rebuilt better. This concept 
encourages looking for better and safer solutions 
rather than going back to the usual situation. 
Prof. Serote also discussed the benefits of DRR 
being in the mainstream planning practice. He 
said that with DRR-driven land use planning, 
LGUs can enforce the safe building construction 
practices at the project level, and early warning 
system implementation at the community level. 
Land use plans are also useful to identify flood 
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prone areas, communities at risk and safe areas 
for evacuation. Planning, as he said, is a function 
of governance. There must be proper allocation 
of lands for settlements, production, open areas 
and infrastructure.  
 

Session D Open Forum 

Q (Vangie): We were removed from settlements 
near Pasig River because of the risks that we 
faced then. But we continue to experience 
flooding, at least 4 instances, in our 
resettlement site in Rodriguez; as if no studies 
were made. And they repeated the same 
mistake for Southville. What will happen to 
us? Will they relocate us again? 

A (R. Padilla):  In the earlier process of 
resettlement and the Pasig River 
Rehabilitation project, the integration of the 
considerations of DRRM may not have been 
considered. What you can do is to strengthen 
the organization. 

 
Q (Vangie): Does NHA have DRRM programs? 
A (M. Luneta): We are not sure, but since you are 

a member of PHILSSA, there might be 
opportunities to bring this matter to their 
attention. You must continue to strengthen 
your organization and show what the 
community does with regards to disaster 
preparedness. 

 

Session E: Understanding Hazards in 
Greater Metro Manila 

The learning objectives for this session were: 
 To know the geological and hydro-

meteorological hazards in Greater Metro 
Manila (including nearby province of 
Rizal) critical for planning at-risk 
communities; and 

 To comprehend the scientific and 
historical perspective in the discussion of 
disaster risk reduction for Greater Metro 
Manila.  

 

Three lectures were delivered for this session. Dr. 
Baby Jane Punongbayan of PHIVOLCS gave a 
lecture on “Geological Hazards” while Mr. 
Carlomagno Ancheta Jr. of PAGASA presented 
“Hydro-Meteorological Hazards”. A lecture on 
“Structural and Non-Structural Measures for 
Flood Mitigation” was given by Prof. Peter Paul 
Castro of UP College of Engineering. 

 
Dr. Baby Jane Punongbayan 
explained the nature of 
earthquakes and the dangers that 
it can pose. These are ground 
shaking, liquefaction, ground 

rupture, or landslide.  She also stressed that 
earthquakes cannot be predicted. She further 
explained the importance of determining the 
location of faultlines and not to build buildings 
and houses along faultlines. There must be a 
certification that a structure is 5 meters away 
from an active faultline. She then presented the 
active faults in Metro Manila: the East and West 
Valley Fault System. She also emphasized the 
importance of abiding by the National Building 
Code. 

 
Mr. Carlomagno Ancheta, Jr. of 
PAGASA presented the different 
types and characteristics of 
meteorological hazards in the 
country.  These include 

thunderstorms, lightning, heavy rainfall, tornado, 
hail storms, monsoon and typhoons, among 
others.  He explained the 4 typhoon signals and 
how they serve as a warning. Also, with the 
characteristic of wind systems, Mr. Ancheta 
pointed out that it is not possible for typhoons to 
merge or combine as they will deflect or repel the 
direction of the other. He then presented the 
beneficial effects of tropical cyclones, which 
include the increase in groundwater recharge as 
well as decrease in level of air pollutants. 
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Engr. Peter Paul Castro presented 
the structural and non-structural 
measures to address flooding in 
Metro Manila. Specific measures 
include the Effective Flood 

Control Operation and Warning System (EFCOS) 
through installation of rain gauges, use of 
pumping stations, and large drainage systems.  
He pointed out however that these solutions may 
give a false sense of security and other 
interventions need to be undertaken to address 
flooding. 
 

Session E Open Forum 

Q (Tina): In my experience, the forecast then was 
that typhoon Reming will not hit the Bicol 
region. How do we know if the typhoon track 
will change?  

A (C. Ancheta): There is a cone track that 
describes the probable path of typhoons. It 
may change within its boundaries and divert a 
little to the left or right.  

 
Q (Menelo): What really caused the destruction – 

the typhoon Ondoy or the water release from 
dams?  

A (C. Ancheta): Metro Manila was not affected by 
water from the dams. The floodwaters came 
from the mountains of Montalban plus the 
extreme rainfall. What caused the flooding is 
the heavy amount of rainfall, equivalent to 
one month, which poured only in a span of 12 
hours. The big dams are not in Metro Manila, 
they are in Northern Luzon. Even if they 
release water from Angat and Ipo, Metro 
Manila will still not be affected. 

 
Q (Margie): In 2006, we have seen a tornado 2 

days before typhoon Milenyo. What is the 
connection of the the tornado we’ve seen with 
the strength of typhoon Milenyo? 

A (C. Ancheta): Yes, that typhoon was 
accompanied by tornadoes. With strong 
typhoons like Milenyo, there is really the 
possibility that there will be a tornado.  

 

Q (Vangie): Can lightning be measured? We 
have experienced lightnings in Montalban  

A (C. Ancheta): As of now, lightning (how strong 
it is) cannot be measured. There is no 
instrument yet to measure. One lightning 
strike may be equivalent to a million volts. 

 

Session F: Disaster Risk Reduction in 
Urban Poor Communities 

The learning objectives for this session were: 
 To learn from the experience of urban 

poor communities working towards 
disaster resilience; and 

 To build awareness of  technical design 
principles and strategies as a DRR 
measure for low-cost house construction. 

 
Two lectures were delivered for this session. Mr. 
Noli Abinales of Buklod TAO provided a PO 
perspective by talking about DRR initiatives in 
their flood-prone community in San Mateo. Arch. 
Geraldine Matabang presented “Disaster Resilient 
Design Principles for Low-Cost Housing”. 

 
Mr. Noli Abinales is the leader 
and founder of Buklod TAO, a 
community organization in 
Barangay Banaba, San Mateo, 
Rizal. Their organization is known 

for their efforts to implement Community-Based 
DRRM projects.  He presented the 2 types of 
disaster mitigation efforts carried out by their 
organization, non-structural and structural. Under 
the non-structural DRR interventions are tree 
planting, sand bagging, strengthening of 
livelihoods and selection of evacuation center. 
Also, in cooperation with MMDA, they marked 
water levels on bridge posts to help the 
community identify particular courses of action in 
times of heavy rainfall. A structural measure 
being done by Buklod Tao is the construction of 
gabions along the river. In constructing these 
gabions, they seek the help of students and 
coordinate with schools through its community 
programs. Ka Noli also explained how their 
organization strove to try different methods of 
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mitigation and how they continuously searched 
for alternative solutions when their previous 
efforts did not work.  

 
Arch. Geraldine Matabang 
explained the concepts of 
disaster resilience and preventive 
strengthening of structures. She 
then presented ten design 

aspects to consider in house design and site 
planning: location of housing site; site 
preparation; building shape; foundation; posts 
and columns; floor; exterior wall construction; 
doors and window; roof design and materials; 
and roof connections. These were part of the 
results of an action-research project done by TAO 
team in Albay. She also showed some retrofitting 
options adopted in other countries. 
 

Session F Open Forum 

Q (Menelo): We are interested in the life vests 
that you are making. Do you also provide 
trainings on this?  

A (N. Abinales): We did produce lifevests and 
they have been useful during Ondoy especially 
for the children in the most high-risk areas in 
our community. But we already stopped 
manufacturing the lifevests because we were 
not able to meet the Coastguard standards. 
That is why we are not recommending the 
passing on of its production method and we 
cannot provide a guarantee on the lifevest we 
produced. Improvements have to be made for 
it to be certified by the Red Cross and the 
Coast Guard. We are still looking out for 
materials that are more durable and will pass 
Coast Guard standards. 

 
Q (Paolo): How is the compost you produce 

being used? What are the benefits of compost 
use? 

A (N. Abinales): The compost becomes the 
planting medium we use for our urban 
gardening. Our livelihood projects are 
associative, the mothers recycle used 
tetrapacks as gardening pots and the compost 

is used for urban gardening. So they buy from 
each other. The compost makes the plants 
healthier and we are able to sell them too. 

 
Q (Rosa): How much is the fiberglass boats you 

produce? 
A (N. Abinales): For communities it may be sold 

at 15,000 pesos. That’s the boat with a 5-
person capacity. 

 
Q (Margie): In our housing designs, can we use 

the floating house technology so we can just 
adapt to the level of flooding?  

A (G. Matabang): Engineering solutions are 
possible and actually floating technology is 
already used in European countries like in the 
Netherlands. We can adapt this design but it 
has corresponding costs. The challenge for 
architects and engineers now is how to make 
it low-cost to address the housing needs of the 
community. More demonstration and research 
projects are needed to introduce appropriate 
technologies. Will it pass our building code 
standards? 

 
Q (Tina): I think it’s not only the cost that’s 

problematic but also the exchange of ideas. 
We may tap naval architects in designing such 
houses. 

A (G. Matabang): It is also up to us professionals 
to go to the communities and show our new 
ideas. But sometimes we may also encounter 
resistance to new technologies. It is important 
to consider social acceptability. In the 
communities now there is the perception that 
a strong house should be made of concrete. 
When we present new ideas we must consider 
its acceptability and it must go through a 
process with the communities. 
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Session G:  Orientation on the 
Community Immersion Program 

After the lecture sessions, the participants were 
given a review of the program module that will 
be implemented for the participants’ community 
immersion. (A week before the workshop, a pre-
workshop orientation was provided for the YP 
participants. They were already given advanced 
copies of the module and facilitation guide.) 
 
The participants were then divided into three YP 
teams and immersion sites were assigned for 
each team. Tools that will be used for the 
community immersion activities were presented 
to the YP teams. 
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Part 2: Community 
Immersion 

The second part of the workshop comprised of 
practicum activities wherein participants went 
through stay-in field immersion on Days 3 to 5 of 
the workshop. Immersion activities were 
conducted in three areas: Masagana Area in 
Tanza, Navotas; Pantalan Uno and R. Domingo in 
Tangos, Navotas; and Kasiglahan Village 1 Phase 
1D in Rodriguez, Rizal. The YP teams were 
accommodated by host families throughout their 
stay in the communities. 
 
The three YP teams simultaneously facilitated 
participatory assessment of disaster risks in the 
communities which culminated in the formulation 
of community plans on DRR. 
 

Highlights of Day 3 Activities 

After the participants were grouped into three YP 
teams, they went to their designated community 
immersion areas along with TAO-Pilipinas staff. 
They first visited social housing projects and 
models of community-based initiatives such as 
the SHEC Housing Project in Pasay City, GK 
BASECO Housing Project in Manila, VASRA 
Housing Project in Quezon City and the Barangay 
Holy Spirit Ecology Center in Quezon City. 
 
Following their field visit itinerary, the teams 
proceeded to their assigned community 
immersion sites to conduct preliminary 
assessment activities in preparation to the whole-
day community consultations on Day 4. 
Community assessment activities included an 
initial meeting of the YP teams with the 
community leaders and a transect walk (or 
observatory walk) within the community. 
 

Highlights of Day 4 Activities 

The main activity in the participants community 
immersion work was the facilitation of a 
participatory workshop and action planning 

process in their assigned sites. This was 
accomplished during Day 4. Applying the 
program and facilitation guide, the YP teams 
conducted a series of focused group discussions 
(FGDs) and plenary discussions with about 30 
community members in each area.  
 
The program started with Session 1 wherein the 
YPs provided lecture inputs about climate 
change, disaster risk reduction, and geological 
and meteorological hazards. These lectures 
provided the community members with basic 
information needed in order to conduct the 
participatory assessment of community hazards, 
vulnerabilities and capacities. To achieve this, the 
participants underwent the following sessions: 
 
Session 2 (Hazards Assessment). The participants 
enumerated hazards beings experienced in their 
community. From this listing they chose six 
hazards that they discussed in detail through 
FGD. For each hazard, focus groups determined 
its type, force, warning signals, history and 
frequency of occurrence, duration, location of 
affected areas, who are the affected groups, and 
coping mechanisms and resources employed by 
the community. 
 
Session 3 (Vulnerabilities Assessment). The results 
of Session 2 were used as take-off point for the 
vulnerabilities assessment. The participants 
enumerated problems they encounter due to the 
hazards discussed in detail during the previous 
session. Using the “problem tree analysis” 
method, the focus groups determined the causes 
and effects of each of the identified problems. 
 
Session 4 (Capacities Assessment). Using Google 
Earth images as base maps, the focus groups 
identified the location of hazards, resources, and 
evacuation routes in their communities. They 
were asked to do map overlays: overlay 1 was the 
trace of the base map showing the natural 
features and built structures such as roads, 
houses, existing community facilities, etc; overlay 
2 marked (using legend/symbols) the location of 
hazards and its affected areas; and overlay 3 
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marked the resources that the community taps 
into during times of disaster such as evacuation 
areas, power and water lines, community 
facilities, etc. 
 
The results of the FGD activities in sessions 2 to 4 
served as the basis in the formulation of 
community plans on DRR. The next sessions 
consolidated suggested community efforts 
towards disaster risk reduction. 
 
Session 5 (Planning for DRR). The focus groups 
detailed what they would do before, during, and 
after a hazard occurs in their community. From 
these listing, the focus group came up with 
disaster mitigating measures for each of the 
identified hazards. They grouped these DRR 
measures into small community projects (actions 
or short-term projects that the community can 
carry out without outside help) and big 
community projects (actions or long-term 
projects that need external resources and require 
outside support to be implemented). 
 
The participants also formulated a Community 
Emergency Plan by identifying the warning 
signals and safe evacuation place for each of the 
corresponding hazards identified in session 2. 
They also determined the things they need to 
prepare in the likelihood of evacuation. 
 
Session 6 (Community Action Planning for DRR). 
Through plenary discussion, the participants 
prioritized one community project and detailed 
the courses of action and steps needed to be 
taken in order to implement the project. They 
also identified specific persons to coordinate the 
action, agencies/groups that they would seek 
support from, the timeframe for completing the 
project, and the resources needed to accomplish 
the plan. 
 
The community workshop concluded with an 
evaluation of the activities facilitated and the 
awarding of certificates of participation. 
 

At the end of their second day of immersion, the 
YP teams collated the results of the community 
DRR assessment and action planning. They also 
allotted time for a group reflection session to 
process their observations and thoughts on the 
immersion experience.  
 

Highlights of Day 5 Activities 

Following a three-day stay in the communities, 
the YPs returned to the training venue at BSWM 
to present the results of the community DRR 
assessment they facilitated. Here, the YP teams 
were given time to prepare their presentation 
materials for the plenary presentations. 
 
Each YP team, along with community 
representatives, likewise conceptualized and 
painted a mural painting presentation. The 
murals sought to illustrate their workshop 
experience and the lessons learned from it. 
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Part 3: Plenary 
Presentations 

Days 6 and 7 of the YP Workshop served to 
synthesize the theoretical and practicum parts of 
the workshop. The three YP teams were able to 
share the outputs of their immersion activities 
and were critiqued by a panel of reactors 
composed of TAO Executive Director Arlene 
Lusterio, PUP-CAFA Dean Ted Inocencio, and 
COM Executive Director Luz Malibiran. The panel 
provided additional inputs about DRR and 
conveyed their recommendations to the 
community assessment and action plans 
presented by the YP teams. 
 
 

Summary of the Group 
Presentations 
Each group was given an hour to present the 
results of the community DRR assessment and 
action planning they facilitated. The groups 
applied a mix of presentation techniques, from 
the conventional reporting using powerpoint to 
creative performances and role playing. 
 

YP Team Tangos 

The YP Team Tangos was composed of Paolo 
Alarcon, Cristina Belen, Hazel Lapastora, Alver 
Remolar, and Melody Sonsona. They were 
supported by 2 TAO staff, Faith Varona and Verna 
Sarraga. 
 
The community workshop was attended by a 
total of 24 community members (11 from 
Pantalan Uno and 13 from R. Domingo). See 
Annex C1 for attendance record. 
 
Hazards Assessment. Pantalan Uno participants 
identified 8 hazards that they are exposed to: 
typhoons, fire, storm surge, red tide, subsidence, 
sea level rise, tsunami, and thunder and lightning. 
 

R. Domingo participants identified 7 hazards: 
floods, fire, earthquake, red tide, sea level rise, 
subsidence, and thunder and lightning. 
 
Vulnerabilities Assessment. From the hazards they 
identified, 4 were chosen to focus on in the 
problem tree analysis. For Pantalan Uno, they 
discussed the effects and causes of fire and 
floods. R. Domingo likewise tackled fire and 
floods. 
 
Capacities Assessment. The participants drew 
community maps to identify both the location of 
the identified hazards and the resources the 
community relies on during times of emergency. 
On the maps, they located nearby schools and 
chapels as temporary evacuation areas but they 
did not have permanent evacuation areas. See 
Annex C1 for map illustrations. 
 
Suggested Community DRR Projects. Pantalan Uno 
participants suggested several disaster mitigating 
measures for their community. For small projects 
they identified: volunteer fire brigade, community 
clean-up and tree planting. For big projects, they 
suggested the installation of fire hydrants and 
provision of a fire station with fire trucks in their 
area. They also wanted to have an evacuation 
center in their community. 
 
R. Domingo participants identified the following 
small community projects: repair of damaged 
school buildings, relief provisions for affected 
families, and community clean-up. For big 
projects, they suggested the provision of 
additional facilities such as health center, 
classroom buildings, and evacuation center. They 
also suggested the provision of electric and water 
lines in their community. 
 
Community DRR Action Plan. From among their 
suggested community DRR projects, the 
participants chose projects that they would like to 
prioritize for action planning. Pantalan Uno 
participants selected the installation of a fire 
hydrant/submersible pump to supply them with 
water to put down fires. The main courses of 
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action they identified included the drafting of a 
proposal/plan and coordination with LGU officials 
for their request. 
 
R. Domingo participants selected the provision of 
an evacuation center in their community where 
residents can take refuge in times of calamities. 
Main courses of action included a general 
assembly with community members, land 
research, negotiations with landowner, and 
setting up of community savings. 
 

Panel Reactions for YP Team Tangos 

T. Inocencio: We can see from your presentation 
that the area is congested which make it more 
vulnerable to disasters. Do you have 
population data of the community to 
determine how many will be evacuated? This 
information is also needed for coordination 
with agencies during disasters. You should 
also specifically identify which are the safest 
areas in the community. 

 
T. Inocencio: You will also need a more in-depth 

study about flooding in the area. Have you 
considered the occurrence of subterranean 
flooding in R. Domingo? What about diseases 
and health issues? What about social ills like 
gangs? 

 
T. Inocencio:  The proposal for a fire hydrant is 

good but I think what is more important is to 
address the education of communities --- how 
they can prevent and respond to disasters.  

 
T. Inocencio: What the YP team did was a good 

start for getting the communities prepared for 
disasters. I hope their next activities would 
involve studies to make way for the area to be 
more safe and livable.  

 
A. Lusterio: I want to comment on the content of 

the presentation. In the mapping output, the 
symbols or legend was not included, we did 
not know what the markings meant. In the 
problem tree analysis, I don’t think you were 

able to draw out the vulnerability of the 
community because you focused on the 
hazards, not on the actual problems in the 
community. 

 
A.Lusterio: The data that was processed 

throughout the community DRR assessment 
was what the community perceives and 
knows. It represents the level of their 
knowledge about the hazards in their 
community. 

 
G. Matabang: In the consolidated map overlays, 

the group was not able to present clearly in 
the maps the most hazardous areas and the 
safest areas of the community. This was the 
purpose of the mapping overlay exercise, to 
show in a single glance which areas are most 
hazardous (the ones with the most red 
markings) and which are relatively safe areas 
(areas with lesser red markings). 

 
C. Belen/M. Sonsona: We did have a difficult time 

in the mapping exercise because we found out 
that the base map did not fully cover the 
community areas. So the youth group had to 
make a new base map based on their 
knowledge of the location of structures in their 
community.  

 

YP Team Masagana 

The YP Team Masagana was composed of Russell 
Amada, Mharren Castro, Sarah Chavez, Cris 
Mabato, and Arvin Serrano. They were supported 
by TAO ED Arlene Lusterio and volunteer Beryl 
Baybay. 
 
The community workshop was attended by a 
total of 26 community members. See Annex C2 
for attendance record. 
 
Hazards Assessment. The participants identified 
hazards that are present in the resettlement area 
in Angat, Bulacan where they are going to 
relocate to, and not in their existing community 
in Tanza, Navotas. These hazards included 
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typhoons, floods, drought, fire, earthquake, 
tornado, pests and epidemics, and erosion. 
 
Vulnerabilities Assessment. For the problem tree 
analysis, they tackled the causes and effects of 
the following DRR-related community problems: 
possibility of soil erosion along an adjacent creek; 
lack of equipment and resources to respond to 
typhoons; difficulty in evacuating during 
calamities; little knowledge in constructing 
disaster-resilient houses; possibility of explosions 
due to nearby firecracker factories. 
 
They summarized the community vulnerabilities 
as stemming from the lack of financial resources, 
lack of materials and equipment for disaster 
response; and lack of technical knowledge.  
 
Capacities Assessment. In the mapping exercise, 
the participants added in the base map several 
facilities including a school, poultry farm, 
piggeries, a used oil factory, and firecracker 
factory.   They were able to locate the following 
hazards within the resettlement area: flooding 
from the creek; soil erosion along the creek; 
ground subsidence from groundwater extraction; 
possibility of fire from the nearby used oil factory 
and firecracker factory; foul odor from the nearby 
poultry farm and piggery. 
 
Community resources identified in the mapping 
exercise included planned open spaces such as a 
playground, livelihood center, and chapel. (The 
locations were based on the resettlement area’s 
site development plan.) They also identified 
locations for deepwell water supply. The 
evacuation route that they drew was based on 
the assumption that they would be able to 
evacuate by accessing through an adjacent 
subdivision. See Annex D2 for map illustrations. 
 
Suggested Community DRR Projects. For small 
community projects, the participants suggested 
community urban gardening, fund raising 
activities like raffle draws, production of 
malunggay capsules, installation of warning 
devices, training drills for evacuation, and 

provision of house construction materials. For big 
community projects, they suggested the 
formation of a volunteer fire brigade; provision of 
emergency and rescue equipment; trainings on 
disaster-resilient house construction; provision of 
water supply lines, and construction of a health 
center and an evacuation center. 
 
Community DRR Action Plan. The participants 
chose to prioritize the community project on 
providing house construction materials because 
this would address an immediate need in the 
self-help construction of houses in the 
resettlement site and provide for the preventive 
strengthening of their houses especially against 
typhoons. Among the main courses of action 
they identified were: general assembly of 
community members; organizing a raffle as fund-
raising activity; and distribution of raffle tickets. 
The action planning exercise was not completed 
by the community because it was already dark 
and there was no electricity in the workshop area. 
The community leaders said that the planning 
would be continued in the association’s next 
general assembly. 
 

Panel Reactions for YP Team Masagana 

T. Inocencio: The group was able to show a good 
workshop process and it was evident that they 
had good rapport with the community 
members. However, how can you make a site 
assessment if you have not actually visited the 
resettlement area? What was shown was only 
a Google Earth image of the site and it would 
have been better if you also shown photos of 
the site. 

 
M. Castro: The YPs was actually not able to make 

an assessment of the relocation site because of 
limited knowledge about the area. We relied 
on information from community members 
who have been going to the site. 

 
T. Inocencio: The community assessment done was 

a good guide for the community and many of 
the ideas presented were really initiated by the 
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community. In the aerial photo I can see that 
there are trees within the resettlement site. 
What will become of the trees and vegetation 
in your subdivision plan and did this become 
part of your recommendation for DRR, 
possibly for reduction of erosion risk along the 
creeks? 

 
M. Abueva: The community cleared the area of 

small trees because the site had to be cleared 
for surveying. Actually there were no big trees 
within the site. Each time we went up the site, 
we took the opportunity to do some research 
of the surrounding areas to determine possible 
problems, especially since it is within an agro-
industrial area. 

 
M. Brucelo: The Masagana community already has 

composting and urban gardening initiatives in 
Navotas. We plan to continue doing the urban 
gardening and also the tree planting when we 
relocate to Angat. 

 
L. Malibiran: I saw that there was a good mix of 

adult and youth participation in the 
community workshop. It will be also good to 
see how the community was able to reach the 
decision of relocating to Angat --- what were 
the reasons for such a decision. I would also 
like to point out how different this process is 
because DRR is given focus along with the 
technicalities of housing. We need to consider 
the impact assessment of having nearby 
poultry and piggeries, and the technologies to 
lessen the negative impact of these industries 
to settlement areas. 

 
A.Lusterio: The group was able to clearly show the 

process undertaken not just the results of the 
workshop. The hazards assessment shown was 
mainly the perceptions of the people. For 
instance, from the resettlement site itself we 
do not smell the foul odor from piggeries but 
along the roads leading to the site we can 
smell it. 

 

F. Varona: There are also traces of black oil in the 
adjacent creeks, possibly coming from disposal 
by the nearby used oil factory. There should be 
coordination with the barangay to see the 
source of contamination and what can be 
done about it. 

 
A.Lusterio: The community should also be careful 

in dealing with industries already in place in 
the resettlement area. 

 
L. Malibiran: The firecracker factories should also 

be looked into, considering the safety of 
children in the community who might be lured 
into working in these factories to augment 
their family incomes. 

 
L. Malibiran: There is a new consciousness about 

the environment especially among 
communities that are relocating. They are now 
not only considering the houses and 
immediate surrounding but also of the wider 
environment that the community will be a 
part of. 

 
M. Abueva: The community has also looked into 

the firecracker factories and we saw that these 
were not actually big factories but small-scale 
and with mostly home-based production. 

 
T. Inocencio: We should also take into 

consideration the HLURB guidelines on 
firecracker industries --- it should be at least 
300 meters from residential areas. 

 

YP Team KV1 

The YP Team KV1 was composed of Klervin 
Collado, Nancy Kempeneers, Glenn Matre, Jessa 
Saria, and Dominic Valdez. They were supported 
by TAO staff Angel Sales and Rosalyn Veneracion. 
 
The community workshop was attended by a 
total of 34 community members. See Annex C3 
for attendance record. 
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Hazards Assessment. The participants identified 
several hazards their community is exposed to, 
including: typhoons, floods, fire, riots, earthquake 
landslides, trashslide, crusher, pests, drought, 
diseases and epidemics, poor drainage, and 
ground subsidence. 
 
Vulnerabilities Assessment. For the problem tree 
analysis, the participants tackled the causes and 
effects of the top six hazards in the community 
which were floods, riots, landslides, earthquakes, 
trashslide, and diseases. 
 
Capacities Assessment. In the mapping exercise, 
the participants were able to draw the location of 
hazards experienced by the community, including 
areas affected by ordinary flooding and severe 
flooding, riots, and areas that had fire incidences. 
 
They also located the community resources on 
the map, including day care centers, churches, 
jeepney terminal, market, multi-purpose hall 
(which also serves as their evacuation center), 
offices of international NGOs, power supply line 
(Meralco), water supply line, and the Marikina 
River. They also mapped out the evacuation route 
that they use during emergencies, which leads to 
a day care center at the elevated part of the 
village just outside Phase 1D. See Annex C3 for 
map illustrations. 
 
Suggested Community DRR Projects. For small 
community projects, the participants suggested 
providing first aid equipment; mobilizing 
barangay volunteers; organizing sports fests; tree 
planting and clean-up drives; and disaster 
preparedness trainings. For big community 
projects, they suggested the provision of 
emergency rescue equipment; construction of an 
outpost; street lighting and street naming; 
medical missions; feeding programs; and 
livelihood programs. 
 
Community DRR Action Plan. The community 
chose to prioritize the project on mobilizing an 
emergency rescue team/volunteer group who 
can lead rescue operations in times of disasters. 

For their main courses of actions, they identified: 
hold a general assembly; call out/ recruit 
volunteers to be part of the rescue team; contact 
resource persons for training; conduct 
community training on rescue drills and first aid; 
and find sponsors and mobilize funds to acquire 
rescue equipment.  
 

Panel Reactions for YP Team KV1 

T. Inocencio: There should be a way-finding system 
in the community and there should be further 
studies about the flooding issues in the area. 
For a possible livelihood program using water 
lilies in the area, I suggest contacting PUP 
Taguig because they have a project which can 
be replicated there. 

 
T. Inocencio: It’s apparent that youth riots are a big 

problem in the community. Isn’t there a peace 
and reconciliation council in the barangay to 
resolve issues? 

 
S. Torres: There is a barangay council but they 

come after the unrest and then nobody would 
speak out on who were involved in the scuffles. 
The barangay is not capable of resolving the 
issue of riots and they lack the support of 
community members. 

 
L. Malibiran: The assessment can be sharpened by 

including the element of protection of 
vulnerable groups like women and children in 
evacuation centers. And I think the community 
can still undergo more consultative processes 
in order to determine the true capacities of the 
people. 

 
A.Lusterio: The group analyzed only the hazards 

and not so much the underlying problems of 
the community. It’s because of this that there 
are gaps in the analysis and presentation of 
proposed DRR solutions. The community 
vulnerabilities were not drawn out; only the 
surface of the problems was addressed 
because the focus of the discussion was on the 
hazards. Perhaps it is also our fault because 
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this was not clearly explained in the guide and 
orientation? (last question directed at Ge) 

 
G. Matabang: The confusion may have stemmed 

from the example we gave in the facilitation 
guide wherein the problem was also the 
hazard. But in the guide what was written 
there was to identify the problems. I think they 
just followed the example and considered the 
hazard as the problem itself. 

 
A.Lusterio: From the discussion it seems that the 

bigger problem is more social in nature than it 
is physical. There is also the difficulty of 
handling community issues because of the big 
population in KV1. Perhaps there is a need to 
focus on smaller areas first, like do community 
projects on a per block basis. 

 
L. Malibiran: I think the problems in the 

community are an issue of governance. Also, 
there will still be opportunities to further refine 
the community plan. 
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Part 4: Reflection Session 
The concluding activity of the YP Workshop was a 
reflection session which gave the participants an 
opportunity to consider the most significant 
lessons imparted by their workshop experience. 
Many communicated their newfound 
appreciation for community work and found the 
hands-on methods and direct interaction with 
people as most fulfilling. These impressions were 
also reflected in a collection of mural paintings 
that the YP teams, along with community 
representatives, completed at the end of the 
workshop. 
  

Mural Presentations 
As part of the workshop participants’ reflection 
process, each YP team was asked to come up 
with a mural design that would represent the 
significance of their workshop experience and 
lessons learned from the immersion activities. 
 

Mural by YP Team KV1 

The YP Team KV1’s 
mural shows a collage 
of illustrations that 
depict the impressions 
that the immersion 
experience left with the 
YPs. They show, among 
others, the day care 
center where they held 
a community 
workshop; the 
blueprints they used in 
the focus group 
discussions; the initial 
meeting with 
community leaders; the 

snacks served by the community; the envisioned 
rescue team that the community wants to form; 
the rafts/boats, life vests and first aid kit they 
need for rescue missions; and the river in their 
area filled with water lilies. 
 

Along the top of the mural, waves are shown to 
represent the severe flooding that the community 
experienced during Tropical Storm Ondoy 
(Ketsana). It also emphasizes the community 
spirit brought about by their common goal of 
disaster preparedness. The mural also depicts the 
key persons the YPs encountered in the 
workshop --- the community leaders and TAO 
staff that guided them in facilitating the 
workshop. 
 

Mural by YP Team Masagana 

The mural created by YP 
Team Masagana 
represents the journey 
being undertaken by 
the community, from 
living in an area in 
Navotas which is always 
flooded to relocating to 
a new settlement site in 
Angat. Along the way, 
the community is doing 
several activities that 
aim to increase their 
disaster resilience, the 
DRR workshop 
facilitated by YPs being 
one of them.  
 

The mural shows several things that the YPs 
consider most memorable. These include the 
food (fish and vegetables) that was served by 
their host families, riding atop a raft whenever 
they went house-to-house (including how some 
of them fell into the waters), wearing boots to 
wade into the waters, the overnight discussions, 
ghost stories, and bonding moments. 
 
With Masagana’s planned relocation they 
emphasized the community’s hopeful disposition, 
thus the drawing of a rainbow. A house-bearing 
tree from TAO symbolizes what awaits them in 
their resettlement site. 
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Mural by YP Team Tangos 

The mural design 
conceptualized by 
YP Team Tangos 
shows a group of 
people riding a large 
pedicab and trying 
to make their way to 
an evacuation 
center. The drawing 
shows them passing 
through damaged 
roads and bridges 
and surrounding 
them are depictions 
of various disasters -
-- tsunami, tornado, 
floods, earthquake, 
fire, subsidence.  The 
people evacuating 
actually represents 

persons that the YPs encountered in the 
workshop. 
 
They emphasized that disasters involve the 
different elements of the planet that can be 
destructive (i.e. earth, water, fire, wind) but it is 
the people themselves --- the communities, 
especially the youth --- that hold the key to 
disaster resilience. 
 
 

Individual Reflections 
Each of the workshop participants drew on paper 
an illustration that best symbolizes the 
knowledge and learning they gained from the 
workshop activities. After which they shared their 
reflections with the group. 
 
By answering evaluation forms, the participants 
were likewise asked to evaluate what they 
considered to be the most significant change in 
their perceptions of urban poor communities. 
They were also asked to assess the relevance of 

the workshop to their academic disciplines and 
career growth. 
 
The following documents the personal reflections 
shared by the participants as well as their 
response to the evaluation form questions. 
 
 

 
Sarah Chavez: I drew an eye because I consider 
what we went through this workshop as an eye-
opening experience. There’s the heart and world -
-- this workshop made me love my course even 
more since I realized the importance of 
environmental planners in the world. 
 
Nadagdagan ang aking kaalaman sa DRR at sa 
teknikal na parte ng pagdidisenyo ng bahay. 
Magagamit ko ito upang maging isang magaling 
na urban planner balang araw. Ang pagplano ng 
isang komunidad ay maraming aspeto at isa dito 
ang DRR. Sa pamamagitan nito, masisiguro ko 
ang pangangalaga sa kaligtasan ng tao at ng 
kalikasan. Natuto rin ako makisalamuha sa iba’t-
ibang tao. 
 
 

 
Cris Mabato:  What I drew is a scene from our 
immersion area in Tanza. We are in a house and 
from its terrace we are looking over the flooded 
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community. Before the immersion I thought it 
would be difficult relating to my groupmates 
because we come from different schools. But it 
didn’t take long for us to get along and we were 
able to accomplish the work together. The 
workshop experience was a happy one for me 
because it not only widened my knowledge but it 
improved the way I relate with other people 
which before I usually find difficult to do. 
 
Natutunan ko ang pakikisama sa ibang klaseng 
pamumuhay ng tao at kainin ang lahat ng 
klaseng pagkain. Ang kahirapan ng tao ng hindi 
isang problema ngunit nagsisilbing ugnayan sa 
bawat isa sa komunidad na magkaisa at 
magtulungan para umunlad. Bilang isang 
architecture student maiuugnay ko ang mga 
kaalamang napulot sa workshop sa pamamagitan 
ng pag-consider sa lahat ng disaster sa pagplano 
ng komunidad. 
 
 

 
Cristina Belen: I drew the sun and an assortment 
of shapes. It seems in disarray because it 
represents the mixed emotions I felt in this 
workshop experience. There is both happiness 
and sadness but overall I am hopeful and this is 
symbolized by the sun. 
 
Mas naintindihan ko ang kalagayan ng mga nasa 
urban poor communities, ang patungkol sa socio-
cultural na bahagi ito. Naliwanagan ako na 
kailangan talagang pagtuunan ng pansin ang 
mga pumapaloob na isyu sa kahirapan tulad ng 

edukasyon, atbp. Para sa akin, the more good 
architectural and environmental plans the lesser 
need for community action plans for DRR. 
 
 

 
Glenn Matre: I also drew an eye because in this 
workshop I learned and saw a lot of things --- not 
only the actual conditions in the community but 
also within myself. I realized that I am capable of 
speaking in front of a crowd and that I can get 
along well with people. So thank you for that 
opportunity. 
 
Maraming bagay ang nagbukas sa aking isipan at 
pagkatao pati na rin yung pagka-improve ng 
aking dedication sa kursong architecture. 
Pagdating sa pag-iisip ng tamang approach ng 
pag-design, marami palang aspeto ang dapat i-
consider kagaya ng social, economic, at natural 
factors. Ito’y nagpapalalim pa sa aking 
pagkagusto sa pangarap na larangan na 
arkitektura. 
 
 

 
Jessa Saria: What I drew are pieces of a puzzle. 
This drawing represents me because from this 
workshop there are new puzzle pieces that were 
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added in my life. It has been a very fulfilling 
experience. The experience and your sharing are 
the additional pieces here and I hope that I also 
contributed something in all of you. 
 
Malaki ang maitutulong nung natutunan ko sa 
pagsasanay sa komunidad para sa pag-grow sa 
propesyon. Eye opener ang mga nakita ko, na 
dapat itama naming bilang mga future architects 
and engineers. 
 
 

 
Melody Sonsona: This drawing symbolizes my 
experience. I realized that we need to work 
together like a family so that we can reach our 
goals. I drew a house with a clock inside it. The 
house is a symbol for protection and the clock 
represents the urgency for action. There is still 
time to change for us to develop. 
 
Marami akong natutunan sa pagsasanay sa 
komunidad tulad ng mga babala sa sakunang 
parating. Nalaman ko rin ang totoong lagay ng 
mga komunidad sa panahon ngayon. Marami sa 
mga gawaing pagbuo ng community action plan 
ay konektado sa aking kurso tulad sa pag-unawa 
sa mga problemang solid waste, hydrological, at 
mga disasters. 
 
 

 
Russell Amada: I drew two faces here, one is a 
mask that is sad and the other is a big smiley face 
with lots of teeth with braces like me. At first, I 
thought it will be sad because I cannot imagine 
how for one week I will not have facebook access. 
But after a week I am this big smiley face which I 
did not expect because I think I’m not that good 
in interacting with different people. Big smile 
means happy. 
 
Sa pagtutulungan ay kakayanin ang lahat ng 
bagay kahit gaano ito kahirap. Sa natutunan ko sa 
paggawa ng community action plan, mas maayos 
ang magiging resulta ng pagpaplano kung ang 
grupo ay nagkakaisa. 
 
 

 
Dominic Valdez: I traced my hands on paper 
because the workshop was really a hands-on 
experience. On each finger are the names of my 
groupmates which means to say that it’s not only 
my hands that accomplished the work but I am 
just a part of the team. I am thankful and I give 
the workshop the highest possible rating (5-star). 
The experience is marked on my hands here and 
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it doesn’t just get transferred when I report back 
to my teacher, it will stay with me. 
 
Maraming nagawa para paunlarin ang 
communication skills ko at pakikipagkapwa-tao 
na syang magagamit ko para magawa ang 
tungkulin bilang future civil engineer. May nabago 
sa pananaw ko sa mga informal settlers. Hindi 
pala sila kasing sama ng mga taong nagbigay sa 
akin ng masasamang experience. Bilang future 
civil engineer, ako ay na-expose sa mga problema 
at mga sakaling solusyon na maaaring 
makatulong sa aking komunidad. 
 
 

 
Paolo Alarcon: I drew here a picture of what I 
saw during our community immersion, its Ma’am 
Faith holding a baby. She motivated us during 
the workshop even if we were already tired. I 
realized the virtues of faith, hope, and love. I saw 
a lot of babies in the community and for me this 
meant that there is hope. I know that my driving 
force for joining this activity is that of helping 
people, and it is done out of love. 
 
Natutunan kong makisama sa iba’t-ibang 
pagkatao. Hindi madali ang buhay mahirap lalo 
na pagkatapos ng sakuna. Kailangan nila ng 
tulong na tatagal sa mahabang panahon. 
Maiuugnay ko ang pagbuo ng community DRR 
action plans sa aspeto ng pakikipagkaisa. Sa 
kursong Civil Engineering, kailangan ang 
pakikipagtulungan sa pagsagawa ng mga 
proyekto. 

 
Mharren Castro: What I drew here are directional 
symbols or architectural callouts, to symbolize 
the course I am taking which is architecture. The 
workshop gave me a lot of new knowledge and 
experience, and newfound friends. In a way, the 
workshop provided a new direction for me, 
leading me towards something that is “greater 
than”, thus the “>” symbol. 
 
Natutunan ko ang pakikisalamuha sa iba’t-ibang 
uri ng tao at pagiging sensitibo sa mga isyu, 
sitwasyon at usaping kaugnay ng pagsasanay. 
Magagamit ang mga ito higit pa sa larangan lang 
ng arkitektura kundi sa buhay mismo. Mas 
naunawaan ko ang sitwasyon ng mahihirap higit 
pa sa karaniwang persepsyon dulot ng mass 
media. 
 
Ang arkitektura ay para sa tao. Sa pinakapayak na 
porma nito, hindi makakailang sinasaklaw nito 
ang aspirasyon at sitwasyon sa buhay ng tao sa 
lipunan. Hindi lamang hugis, anyo at ayos ng mga 
espasyo ang pinaplano kundi ang buhay na 
tinatamasa, sa mas malawak na perspektibo. 
Kasama ang DRR sa bahagdan ng mga planong 
sakop ng arkitektura kung ganitong batayan ang 
susundan. 
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Klervin Collado: I just wrote down three words. I 
realized through this experience that no matter 
what happens to us, like with the problems 
narrated by communities from Tangos, Rizal, and 
Tanza, we still manage to smile and continue with 
our lives. And because of that, I conclude that 
“life is beautiful.” Let us not forget that it is our 
choice to be happy or not. 
 
Ito ang unang pagkakataon para sa akin na ma-
immerse sa ganitong klaseng komunidad. 
Namulat ako sa totoong nararanasan ng ating 
mga kababayan at humbling ang experience na 
ito. Hindi man magagara ang mga bahay, di-
hamak na mas magaling silang makipagkapwa-
tao kesa sa mga mayayamang komunidad.  Mas 
naging malinaw sa akin kung anong gusto kong 
panggamitan sa kurso ko --- pag naging 
matagumpay na arkitekto, hindi ko malilimutang 
tumulong sa mga kababayang kapos. 
 
 

 
Nancy Kempeneers: What was really remarkable 
for me in this experience was our encounter with 
people like Nay Sally. What I drew here is a pair 
of dice and the words “wala sa swerte” (not 
through luck). We have heard people say that 

they are lucky when they have bright kids or that 
they’re lucky they have good neighbors. But from 
what I see, like in the case of Nay Sally, what she 
has now is not because of luck but borne out of 
perseverance and being industrious. 
 
Mas napagtuunan ko ng pansin ang pagiging 
isang komunidad ng KV1 Phase 1D. Madalas mas 
nagiging responsive ang komunidad kung ito’y 
organic at hindi planado. Iba-iba man ang estado 
sa buhay, marami tayong matutunan mula sa 
kanila. Nakita ko rin ang praktikal na bahagi ng 
aking kurso, na maaari akong makatulong sa iba 
sa pamamagitan ng aking kurso. Maraming taong 
nangangailangan ng aking kaalamang teknikal 
upang iangat ang kanilang komunidad. Bilang 
isang arkitekto, may kakayanan akong 
matulungan sila. Ang participatory approach ay 
isang magandang approach sa pagdisenyo 
sapagkat nai-involve ang mga taong gagamit nito 
mismo. 
 
 

 
Hazel Lapastora: I drew a girl on top of a flying 
bird. I don’t really know why I drew this. I admit 
that initially my intention for joining this 
workshop was for the internship opportunity. 
After undergoing the workshop, I learned many 
things about sustainability and climate change 
but what moved me was when I realized that this, 
helping people, may be a mission I could pursue. 
So what is the connection with my drawing? That 
is me flying and feeling that I am in heaven. 
 
Natutunan kong humarap sa mga tao sa 
komunidad at magpaliwanag nang may pasensya, 
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malawak na pag-iisip at creativity upang hindi sila 
mabagot at magkaintindihan ang dalawang 
panig. Natutunan ko din ang point of view ng mga 
taong nakatira sa slums kahit sa sandaling 
panahon lamang. Naliwanagan ako na alam nila 
ang mga maaaring mangyari sa pagtira doon at 
kung ano ang dapat gawin ngunit minsan ay 
nangingibabaw pa rin ang paniniwalang ipa-sa-
Diyos na lang ang lahat ng bagay imbis na 
gumawa ng paraan. May iba naman na 
naniniwalang malalampasan ang lahat basta’t 
magtulungan. 
 
 

 
Alver Remolar: I have only one reflection about 
this workshop. That is, the YP Workshop changed 
me for the better. We are but a small part of the 
universe and I remain hesitant, doubtful, and 
thinking “Did I contribute something here?” 
Maybe it’s the communities who could decide on 
that. But the way I see it, they have helped me 
more with this workshop; they changed me to 
become better, more than I changed them. I 
know that we have all come to this realization 
and I hope “getting better” does not end here. 
 
Marami akong natutunan ngunit ang pinaka-
nangingibabaw ay ang mismong experience at 
interaction sa komunidad na hindi mapapalitan 
ng mga karanasan sa eskwela. Magagamit ito sa 
aking career path dahil natutunan kong mahalaga 
ang pagdidisenyo bilang arkitekto nang may 

konsiderasyon sa socialized housing at sa users ng 
komunidad. Sa pamamagitan ng pagtira sa 
komunidad, mas naintindihan ko na ang tunay na 
kalagayan ng mga komunidad at kung paano sila 
nangangailangan ng tulong na hindi maibigay ng 
gobyerno. 
 
 

 
Arvin Serrano: I was at first apprehensive about 
joining the workshop because it was scheduled 
during the sembreak when we should be relaxing. 
But I joined anyway since I have orgmates joining 
also. I am not very fond of wearing slippers or 
going barefoot and I admit that I’m a finicky 
person. So when I was assigned at Tanza and had 
to wade through floodwaters, it was a humbling 
experience for me. My drawing shows my foot 
now underwater. I saw that there are people who 
everyday go through the inconvenience of 
wading through floodwaters just to get in and 
out of their houses, so why should I complain?  I 
realized that I needed to experience this to make 
my feet firmly planted on the ground. 
 
Dito’y natutunan ko kung paano humarap sa 
isang komunidad at magpadaloy ng sesyon ng 
plenary at focus group. Natutunan ko rin kung 
paano makinig sa opinyon ng mga tao at unawain 
ang kanilang saloobin. Namulat ako sa aspetong 
DRR sa pagdidisenyo. Dito ko natutunan kung 
paano gumawa ng action plan para sa komunidad 
na maaaring aking idisenyo sa hinaharap. 
 
Noong hindi pa ako nakitira sa komunidad, iniisip 
kong marahil ang mga mahihirap ay hindi 
gaanong masipag kaya’t sila’y nananatiling 
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mahirap. Napagtanto ko pagkatapos ng workshop 
na marami sa kanila ang biktima lamang ng di-
magandang sistema sa ating bansa. Ang 
Masagana ay mga masisipag na tao na mayroong 
inisyatibo at klarong hangarin na mapaunlad ang 
kanilang buhay. 
 
 

 
Margie Brucelo: My reflection drawing is that of 
a bicycle which actually represents disaster risk 
management. As a community leader, I have 
learned a lot from workshops like these and I 
don’t keep information to myself but disseminate 
them to others in the community. I am like a 
bicycle part that helps it run; actually we are all 
the parts of this bicycle, working together under 
a common goal. We run in one direction since it 
is impossible for the bicycle wheels to move in 
opposing directions. 
 
 

 
Vangie Serrano: We have been living in KV1 for 
11 years already and many times we have fought 
for basic services (electricity, water, schools) to be 
provided in our community. When we underwent 
this DRR workshop, I realized that our life as 

community leaders has been a never-ending 
journey of struggles. So my drawing shows 
people treading a path towards that better life 
and community we all aspire for. This path is at 
first rocky and there are muddy paths along the 
way; we’ve gone through severe flooding when 
everything we’ve worked for was washed away by 
the floods. But through all this we believed that 
we will cope and survive and that there will come 
the time that life will be better. Even if we have 
had a difficult life, we have families that worked 
hard to have children complete college education 
and become teachers, engineers, etc. Our dream 
for our community is for it to be strong against 
disasters and this is what community leaders like 
me continue to work for. I am thankful that this 
workshop has strengthened our capacity. 
 
 

 
Sally Torres: Like what Vangie has mentioned, 
we started life at KV1 with no basic services and 
the community leaders cooperated with the LGU 
to provide these in our area. In Phase 1D, I have 
gone through a lot of difficulties as a community 
leader and would have wanted to stop and let 
others lead to handle the community problems. 
But with this DRR workshop I saw that when 
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people cooperate and work together, a lot of 
things can be achieved. My drawing shows 
people holding hands to form a semi-circle. What 
this symbolizes is that in our community there is 
still hope that we can complete a project that will 
make us disaster resilient. We now have a 
concrete plan for DRR. 
 
 

 
Menelo Abueva: My drawing is also that of 
hands. Why did I draw this? Before, I just minded 
my own business and did not bother with the 
needs of neighbors and the community. But 
when I got married and until now, I learned how 
to deal with the community; that in life we should 
look out for the needs of those that are really 
poor. We should be ready to extend those 
“helping hands”. 
 
 

 
Rosa Estipano: I drew a big tree and a cluster of 
smaller trees. We are one of the small trees. In 
Navotas there are a lot of community 
organizations and some, like us, are not yet 
registered. So we are thankful that we 
encountered TAO-Pilipinas and they have been 

assisting us. We are starting to learn to 
strengthen our organization. And through this 
workshop, I learned how to speak in front of 
community members and with the knowledge I 
gained, I feel a bit smarter and wiser. 
 
 

 
Felipa Salonga: I am thankful that I was able to 
join the workshop as a community leader. The 
workshop taught me a lot of things and I realized 
that I also have a lot to contribute. My drawing 
shows people who have been affected by 
disasters and they are reaching out to each other 
to rebuild better homes. 
 
 

 
Roy Sario: My drawing is that of a key because I 
see myself becoming the key for the community 
to know about what was shared in this workshop. 
The key is important and TAO-Pilipinas is the one 
who provided the key. 
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Annexes 
 

Annex A: Directory of Workshop Participants 

Young Professionals/Students 

Name Course & School Contact Information 
1. ALARCON, Mark Paolo B. BSCE / UE-Manila squire_paolo13@yahoo.com 

0906-1850342 
2. AMADA, Russell Jr. B. BSCE / UE-Caloocan ruzzell_29@yahoo.com 

0921-4948053 / 0915-1050080 
3. BELEN, Maria Cristina C.  BS Arch / PUP-Sta. Mesa mccbelen@gmail.com 

0905-4661944 / 0926-9585048 
4. CASTRO, Mharren C. BS Arch / UP-Diliman mharren_13_92@yahoo.com 

0918-5456257 
5. CHAVEZ, Sarah Maria L. BS Envi Planning & Management / 

Miriam College 
sarahchavez418@gmail.com 
0926-4442459 

6. COLLADO, Klervin John B. BS Arch / UP-Diliman klervinjohncollado@yahoo.com 
0917-4387430 

7. KEMPENEERS, Nancy C. BS Arch / UP-Diliman nancykempeeners@yahoo.com 
0927-9514043 

8. LAPASTORA,  Hazel Angeli C. BS Arch / UP-Diliman lapastora.hazel@yahoo.com 
0916-2000201 

9. MABATO, Cris Benedict M. BS Arch / PUP-Sta. Mesa crismabato@yahoo.com 
0915-3965648 

10. MATRE, Glenn Clevert C. BS Arch / PUP-Sta. Mesa matre12@yahoo.com 
0926-6705595 

11. REMOLAR, Alver Prince A. BS Arch / UP-Diliman alverprince@gmail.com 
0927-7779633 

12. SARIA, Jessabel S. BS Arch / PUP-Sta. Mesa jessa_feb01@yahoo.com 
0923-5641961 

13. SERRANO, Arvin John BS Arch / UP-Diliman arvinjohnserrano@yahoo.com 
0917-5237644 

14. SONSONA, Lady Melody R. BSCE / TIP-Mla mhelody_1490@yahoo.com 
0947-3530828 

15. VALDEZ, Dominic M. BSCE / UE-Caloocan dominic_valdez@ymail.com 
0927-6284604 

 

Community Representatives 

Name Position & Organization Contact Information 
16. ABUEVA, Menelo S. Chairman 

MASAGANA of Navotas Neighborhood Assn 
0929-1318135 

17. BRUCELO, Marginela B. Council member 
MASAGANA of Navotas Neighborhood Assn 

0910-6192514 
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Name Position & Organization Contact Information 
18. ESTIPANIO, Rosa S. President 

Samahan ng Mangangalakal ng R. Domingo 
0933-9491480 

19. MIRA, Jose L. Member 
Samahang Pantalan Uno 

 

20. SALONGA, Felipa  Treasurer 
Samahan ng Mangangalakal ng R. Domingo 

 

21. SARIO, Emerson Roy Member 
Samahang Pantalan Uno 

 

22. SERRANO, Evangeline Local Community Organizer 
Community Organizers Multiversity (COM) 

0919-2199406

23. TORRES, Sally President 
KV1 Phase 1D Homeowners Assoc. 

sally_basmayor 
@yahoo.com 

 

Resource Persons and Facilitators 

Name Position & Organization Contact Information 
24. ABANES, Zacarias A. AFG Director, HUDCC  zakiabanes_003@yahoo.com 

811-4112 
25. ABINALES, Manuel A. Founding President, Buklod Tao Inc. abinalesn@yahoo.com 

0908-3053748 
26. ANCHETA Jr., Carlomagno P. Weather Specialist I , PAGASA  ancheta_carlomagno 

@yahoo.com     9273348 
27. CASTRO, Peter Paul Associate Professor, UP College of 

Engineering 
ppmcastro@netscape.net 
927-7149 

28. DAVID, Laura T. President, TAO Board of Trustees 
UP Marine Science Institute 

0915-4315316 

29. LUNETA, Mayfourth D. Senior Program Officer, CDP fiftyfourthluneta@yahoo.com 
0919-8217823 

30. LUSTERIO, Arlene Christy D. Executive Director, TAO-Pilipinas arlene.lusterio@gmail.com 
0923-9561564 

31. MATABANG, Geraldine R. ET Program Director, TAO-Pilipinas grmatabang@gmail.com 
0915-3166822 

32. PADILLA, Ramon SIBAT monpad_21@yahoo.com 
monpad.21@gmail.com 
0917-5082954 

33. PUNONGBAYAN, Baby Jane Supervising Science Research 
Specialist, PHIVOLCS 

bjpunongbayan@yahoo.com 
426-1468 

34. SALES, Angelus Maria P. RP Program Staff, TAO-Pilipinas angelus.sales@gmail.com 
0906-3486435 

35. SEROTE, Ernesto M. Professor, UP SURP  eserote@yahoo.com 
926-1220 

36. VARONA, Maria Faith Y. RP Program Director, TAO-Pilipinas faithvarona@yahoo.com 
09277729609/09283191196 

37. VENERACION, Rosalyn-Frances 
M. 

ET Program Staff for YP, TAO-
Pilipinas 

rosalyn_marcelo@yahoo.com 
0917-4477144 
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TAO Staff and Volunteers 

Name Position & Organization Contact Information 
38. ABON, Michelle C. Administrative Assistant, TAO-Pilipinas mimi_abon83@yahoo.com 

09265657495 / 09326618790 
39. BAYBAY, Beryl F. Volunteer Documentor, TAO-Pilipinas beryl_fb@yahoo.com 

0915-8482177 
40. SARRAGA, Verna Lucia P. HSE Program Staff, TAO-PIlipinas vern_out@yahoo.com 

0922-6737035 
 

 

Annex B: Profiles of Resource Persons 
 

LAURA DAVID is the Deputy Director for Instruction of the Marine Science Institute in the University of 
the Philippines – Diliman.  She is also the President of the Board of Trustees of TAO-Pilipinas.  She has a 
PhD in Physical Oceanography from the University of South Carolina, USA and a Bachelor of Science in 
Chemistry.  Dr. David is the first female oceanographer in the country. In 2007, she was chosen by the 
National Academy of Science and Technology (NAST) as one of the country’s Outstanding Young 
Scientists for her work in Physical Oceanography. She was also one of the recipients of The Outstanding 
Women in the Nation’s Service (TOWNS) award in 2010.  She has been involved in research in the 
Philippine coast and adjacent waters; in mapping and modeling the vulnerability to human impact of coral 
reefs in the Southeast Asia region; and identifying and prioritizing critical areas for management, 
protection and preservation in the Sulu-Sulawesi Sea. 

ZACARIAS ABANES works as Director for the Policy and Programs Development Group at the Housing 
and Urban Development Coordinating Council (HUDCC).  He has a Master’s degree in Business 
Administration from the University of Santo Tomas and a Bachelor of Science in Agribusiness from UP Los 
Baños. He has worked at HUDCC for more than 20 years and participated in various trainings on Urban 
Development as well as Land Development and Management.  

MARIA FAITH VARONA is TAO’s Research and Publications Program Director.  Before TAO-Pilipinas, she 
worked for non-government organizations such as Alterplan, NGO-Coalition for Cooperatives 
Development, Oxfam-America, and Building Alliance for Action and Initiatives. In 2006, she received a 
Master in Urban Management and Development from the Institute of Housing and Urban Development 
Studies (IHS)-Erasmus University in Rotterdam, the Netherlands through a fellowship from the 
Netherlands Fellowship Program of NUFFIC. She also holds a post-graduate Diploma in Urban and 
Regional Planning from the School of Urban and Regional Planning in the University of the Philippines in 
Diliman, Quezon City where she also completed her Bachelor’s degree in Architecture. 
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ARLENE CHRISTY LUSTERIO is the Executive Director of TAO-Pilipinas.  She has a Master of Architecture 
in Human Settlements from the Department of Architecture, Urban and Regional Planning of the 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, and a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the University of 
the Philippines. Before setting-up TAO-Pilipinas, she worked for three years as an architect-planner for 
Planning Resources Operations Systems, Inc. (PROS), an architectural and planning consultancy firm; prior 
to that, spent most her professional career in development-oriented work with Samahan para sa Angkop 
na Pabahay ng San Pablo Apostol (SAPSPA) working directly with the poor.  Her professional interests 
are sustainable development and water-based human settlements. 

ROSALYN-FRANCES VENERACION is a geodetic engineer and an environmental planner working under 
TAO’s Education and Training Program for Young Professionals.  She finished her degrees in Master of 
Arts in Urban and Regional Planning and BS Geodetic Engineering from the University of the Philippines 
Diliman. Before TAO-Pilipinas, she worked for the Survey Geomatics Division of F.F. Cruz and Co., which 
provides geomatics services from data acquisition to spatial integration solutions. 

ANGELUS MARIA SALES is an architect and a staff of the Research and Publications Program.  She has a 
post-graduate degree at the University of the Philippines’ Archaeological Studies Program where she also 
completed her Bachelor’s degree in Architecture.  Ms. Sales worked as a lighting designer for a lighting 
company before joining TAO.   

MAYFOURTH LUNETA is a Senior Program Officer and Trainer at the Center for Disaster Preparedness 
(CDP). She has degrees in Masters in Public Health from the Adventist University of the Philippines, and 
Bachelor of Science in Community Development from UP Diliman’s College of Social Work and 
Community Development. Remarkably experienced in carrying out Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) trainings 
both locally and internationally, her specialization include the following: Basic Disaster Management; Child 
Centered DRR; DRR and Governance; Climate Change and DRR; Emergency Health; Natural Healing; 
Community Organizing; Breastfeeding in Emergency Situation; Team Building; Community Based-Disaster 
Management; Disaster Preparedness Training; Emergency Response Management; Evacuation Center 
Management; Leadership Training; and Evacuation Drills and Simulation. 

RAMON PADILLA is a Policy Research and Advocacy Advisor of the Sibol ng Agham at Teknolohiya, Inc. 
(SIBAT), a non-government organization that promotes community-based development as a strategy in 
confronting poverty and food insecurity in Philippine rural areas. Mr. Padilla or MonPad has also become 
a Network Coordinator of the Disaster Risk Reduction Network (DRR Net) Philippines. 

ERNESTO SEROTE was a former professor and Director of Training at the School of Urban & Regional 
Planning of the University of the Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City (UP-SURP). He finished his MA in Urban 
and Regional Studies from the University of Sussex, United Kingdom, and Master in Urban and Regional 
Planning from the University of the Philippines, Diliman.  He graduated AB English from the University of 
Pangasinan and was a high school English teacher before starting his planning career as a municipal 
development coordinator.  Recognized for his high degree of competence in the exercise of the planning 
profession, he has been chosen by the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC) in 2009 as the recipient 
of the Outstanding Professional of the Year Award in the field of Environmental Planning.  
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CARLOMAGNO ANCHETA, JR. is a Weather Specialist at the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and 
Astronomical Services Administration (PAGASA). He graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Radio and 
Electronics Engineering degree from FEATI University. He has taken part in some disaster-related courses 
such as Disaster Management and Community Hazard Awareness and Mitigation. 

BABY JANE PUNONGBAYAN is a Supervising Science Research Specialist at the Philippine Institute of 
Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS). Her area of expertise lies in seismology, groundshaking hazard 
assessment and tsunami modeling, among others. She has a doctorate degree in Seismology from 
Université Louis Pasteur in Strasbourg, France and a Master of Science degree in Geophysics from Institut 
de Physique du Globe de Paris, Université de Paris VII in Paris, France. She finished her undergraduate 
degree in Applied Physics at the University of the Philippines, Diliman. 

PETER PAUL CASTRO is an Associate Professor at the Institute of Civil Engineering in UP Diliman, where 
he also finished his Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering. He also holds a Masters degree in 
Engineering, Major in Water Resources Development from the Asian Institute of Technology in Bangkok. 
He specializes on Hydraulic Engineering and Flood and River Control and belongs to the Water Resources 
Engineering Group of the UP-Institute of Civil Engineering. 

MANUEL ABINALES, or Ka Noli, is the President and Founder of Buklod Tao, Inc., a community 
organization in Barangay Banaba, San Mateo, Rizal, known for its community based disaster preparedness 
program.  Since 1997, they have already established systems such as flood-level monitoring, early warning 
system, evacuation plan, rescue operations and relief assistance activities. For this, the organization and 
barangay has been cited in several research studies as a model for disaster risk management at the 
grassroots level. 

GERALDINE MATABANG, an architect and environmental planner, is the Program Director of TAO’s 
Education and Training Program. She has a Master of Arts degree in Urban and Regional Planning and 
completed her Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the University of the Philippines in Diliman.  
Before joining TAO-Pilipinas, Geraldine worked for architectural design firms SmithGroup Gexis Manila 
and Leandro V. Locsin Partners. In 2009 she also completed an action-research project entitled 
“Integrating Disaster Risk Management in Site Planning and House Design of Resettlement Projects in 
Albay, Bicol” under the Provention Applied Research Grants Programme. 
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Annex C: Community DRR Workshop Outputs 

 

C.1 Outputs of DRR Workshop in Tangos (R. Domingo and Pantalan Uno) 

 
ATTENDANCE 
TAO-Facilitators / YP Team 
Name Organization / School 
1. Faith Varona TAO staff 
2. Verna Sarraga TAO staff 
3. Paolo Alarcon UE Manila – Civil Engineering  
4. Tina Belen  PUP – Architecture  
5. Hazel Lapastora UP – Architecture  
6. Alver Remolar UP – Architecture 
7. Melody Sonsona  TIP Manila – Civil Engineering 

 
Pantalan Uno 
Men (Kalalakihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Emerson Roy Sario Roy 30 76 D Bagong Kalsada Cable Installer 
2. Rogelio Sario Romy  60 Pantalan – I P. Tech. 
 
Pantalan Uno 
Women (Kababaihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Ester Seledio Babylyn 36 Pantalan – I Housewife 
2. Lenita Tibio Nita 52 Pantalan – I Housewife 
3. Nene Lerona Nene 55 Pantalan – I Housewife 
4. Teresita del Rosario Tessie 53 Ablola St., Tangos Fish Vendor 
 
Pantalan Uno 
Youth (Kabataan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Clarice Martin Clarisse 14 Ablola St., Tangos  
2. Glydel Bonzon Bhebe 14 Ablola St., Tangos  
3. Cheska Martin Cheska 14 Ablola St., Tangos  
4. Edcelyn Libao Edcelyn 16 Ablola St., Tangos  
5. Crisann Manlapaz Baby  Ablola St., Tangos  
 
R. Domingo 
Men (Kalalakihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Leonardo G. Ybañez Nardo 61 124 R. Domingo, Tangos, Wala 
2. Marlon Guntan Lon 30 251 R. Domingo, Tangos, Wala 
3. Rolando Cahilig Rolly 47 R. Domingo, Tangos, Fisherman 
4. Leonardo Guerrero  46 R. Domingo, Tangos, Driver 
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R. Domingo 
Women (Kababaihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Pacita Bacaycay Pacing 56 R. Domingo, Tangos, Bahay 
2. Alicia Palomo Alice 56 R. Domingo, Tangos, Housewife 
3. Felipa J. Salonga Felipa 52 R. Domingo, Tangos, Wala 
4. Nenita Fuentas Neng 53 R. Domingo, Tangos, Nagtitinda 
5. Anita Abarracoso Aning 52 Beruy St., Tangos, Factory 
6. Anita Bachicha Aning 44 Beruy St., Tangos, Bahay 
7. Esteleta Jabonete Leta 48 R. Domingo, Tangos, Fish Vendor 
8. Crisanta Esmeralda Santa 34 R. Domingo, Tangos, Housewife 
 
R. Domingo 
Youth (Kabataan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Rustom D. Sanchez  17 R. Domingo, Tangos,  
 
 
EXPECTATIONS (Mga Inaasahan) 
Pantalan Uno 
 Inaasahan ko po na magiging maayos at may matutunan 
 Inaasahan na may matutunan sa kalamidad kagaya ng Pedring 
 Para may matutunan sa mga workshop 
 Maasahan ko po na may matututunan po ako, maayos na matutunan tungkol sa kalamidad 
 Para makinig 
 Inaasahan ko na magiging tahimik ang bawat isa 
 Nagkakaroon ng pagkakaintindihan at maging maayos at madadagdagan pa ang aming kaalaman sa 

kapaligiran 
R. Domingo  
 Upang malaman ang bukas at maging handa 
 Para malaman kung ano ang nangyayari sa ating bansa 
 Matutunan ang workshop 
 Makipagtulungan at may matutunan 
 Magkaroon ako ng kaalaman at making at ng iba pa 
 Makinig 
 Gusto po naming matuto para maging handa pagdating ng sakuna 
 Ano ang climate change 

 

SESSION 1: CLIMATE CHANGE AND DRR 

TANONG KALALAKIHAN KABABAIHAN KABATAAN 

1. Ang Sanhi o 
Dahilan ng 
Climate 
Change ay… 

 Usok sanhi ng 
sasakyan, pabrika, 
basura 

 Pagkapal ng green house gas 
nagpapainit sa temperature ng mundo 
at siya ang nagbabago n gating klima 

 Ang pagdami ng konsentrasyon ng 
mga green house gas ay labis na 
nagpapainit sa temperature kaparis ng 

 Ang sanhi o dahilan 
ng climate change ay 
pagbabago ng klima 
at biglaang pagkapal 
ng greenhouse gas 
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TANONG KALALAKIHAN KABABAIHAN KABATAAN 

gasoline at langis 
 Ang pagbabago ng temperature ng 

mundo 
2. Ang Epekto 

ng Climate 
Change ay 
makikita sa… 

 Sa climate change 
hindi ko alam hindi 
hawak ang 
panahon 

 Panahon natin ngayon bigla bigla 
nagaganap 

 Pagtaas ng lebel ng dagat at 
pagbabago ng ecosystem 

 Ang epektong climate change ay tulad 
ng pagbaha pag may bagyo 

 Ang epekto ng climate change ay 
makikita ang pagbabago ng 
temperature sa buong mundo 

 Iba’t-ibang sector ng 
lipunan 

 Ang epekto nito ay 
makikita sa kakaibang 
mundo 

 

3. Sa aming 
pagkakaalam, 
ang Climate 
Change ay… 

 Sa pagkakaalam 
namin ang climate 
change ay ang 
pagbago ng klima 
sa buong mundo 

 Tungkol sa baha, 
malakas ang ulan, 
tayo alisto sa ating 
buhay at pamilya 

 Ang climate change halimbawa tulad 
ng mga sakuna na dumarating bagyo 
lindol 

 Ang climate change ang pagbabago ng 
panahon 

 Sa aming pagkakaalam ang climate 
change ay…. makikita sa pagbabago ng 
temperature at panahon 

 Sa aming 
pagkakaalam ang 
climate change ay sa 
pagbabago ng 
panahon 

 
 
SESSION 2: HAZARDS ASSESSMENT 
Pagtukoy sa mga Panganib sa Lugar 
Pantalan Uno 
 Bagyo (Hangin) 
 Sunog 
 Storm Surge 
 Red Tide 
 Subsidence 
 Sea Level Rise 
 Tsunami 
 Kulog & Kidlat 

 
R. Domingo 
 Baha  
 Sunog 
 Lindol 
 Red Tide 
 Sea Level Rise 
 Subsidence 
 Kulog & Kidlat 

 
Talaan ng mga Disaster at Bantang Panganib sa Lugar 

Group: Pantalan Uno – Kababaihan 

(1) Uri ng Panganib Bagyo Sunog 
(2) Pwersa  Hangin  

 Lakas ng Dagat 
 Apoy 

(3) Senyales  Hangin 
 Balita sa TV 

 Usok 
 Sigaw 

(4) Kasaysayan  2011 Pedring  1991 Sunog 
(5) Dalas ng Pagdating  Naging madalas ngayon  3 beses 
(6) Panahon at Tagal  Bagyo – 24 hours 

 Washout ang bahay – 2 hours 
 4 na oras ang nagdaan depende sa 

kuryente o kandila 
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(7) Lokasyon ng Pinsala  Buong kabahayan sa tabing dagat  E. Mariano St. 
 A.R. Cruz St. 

(8) Taong Naapektuhan  Matanda at bata  Alagang hayop 
 Matatanda at bata 

(9) Pagtugon  Tulong-tulong lahat para hakutin o 
ilikas ang mga kagamitan 

 Nagtulong tulong magsaboy ng 
tubig 

 Tumawag ng bumbero 
(10) Kapasidad  Sumigaw para sa paglikas  Timba 

 Tubig 

Group: Pantalan Uno – Kabataan 

(1) Uri ng Panganib Bagyo Sunog 
(2) Pwersa  Hangin 

 Tubig 
 Hangin 

(3) Senyales  Balita  Usok 
(4) Kasaysayan  September 27, 2011  Jan. 30, 2011 
(5) Dalas ng Pagdating  Maraming Beses  Taon-taon 
(6) Panahon at Tagal  Dalawang oras sa hangin 

 Isang araw sa baha 
 2 oras 

(7) Lokasyon ng Pinsala  Pantalan Uno  Wawa 
(8) Taong Naapektuhan  Lahat  7 namatay 

 Maraming nawalan ng bahay 
(9) Pagtugon  Lumikas (school)  Pinatay yung sunog 
(10) Kapasidad  Kamay  Tubig sa bahay, balon, dagat, ilog 

 Basang basahan 

Group: R. Domingo – Kalalakihan 

(1) Uri ng Panganib Baha Sunog 
(2) Pwersa  Tubig  Apoy 

 Lakas ng Hangin 
(3) Senyales  High Tide (base sa kalendaryo)  May Sumigaw 

 Nagtakbuhan ang mga tao 
(4) Kasaysayan  Pedring – 2011 

 Tuwing High Tide at Baha 
 1992 – unang malaking sunog 
 2004 – pangalawa 

(5) Dalas ng Pagdating  Pag high tide 
 Malakas ang ulan 

 2 beses 

(6) Panahon at Tagal  Agosto 2011 – Limang oras  March 2004 
(7) Lokasyon ng Pinsala  Buong Tangos – 5 hours   R. Domingo 

 Roldan 
(8) Taong Naapektuhan  Mangingisda  Lahat kami 

 May kapansanan 
 Matatanda 

(9) Pagtugon  Naglinis 
 Nag-ayos 
 Humingi ng tulong sa pamahalaan 

 Humanap ng pera 
 Humingi ng tulong sa barangay at 

DSWD 
(10) Kapasidad  Livelihood (Samahan ng 

Mangingisda) 
 DSWD – relief goods 
 Peso – financial help 

 Livelihood 
 Tulong para sa mga napinsala  
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Group: R. Domingo – Kababaihan 

(1) Uri ng Panganib Baha Sunog 
(2) Pwersa  Agos  Lakas ng Hangin 
(3) Senyales  Balita  Usok 
(4) Kasaysayan  Bagyong Pedring  2004 
(5) Dalas ng Pagdating  High Tide  Dalawang beses 
(6) Panahon at Tagal  2 araw ang tagal ng baha 

 Sept. 27, 2011 
 1990 
 2004 
 5 oras 

(7) Lokasyon ng Pinsala  Buong Tangos,Navotas  R. Domingo 
(8) Taong Naapektuhan  Mangingisda  Mga sanggol 

 Matatanda 
(9) Pagtugon  Naglinis 

 Nag-ayos ng bahay 
 Naghanap ng pera para mapatayo 

ang bahay 
(10) Kapasidad  Binuhat namin ang mga gamit  Binuhusan namin ang tubig galling 

sa dagat 
 
 
SESSION 3: VULNERABILITIES ASSESSMENT 
 
Problem Tree Analysis 

Group: Pantalan Uno – Kababaihan 

Panganib Sunog 
Sanhi  Kuryente 

 Gasul 
 Gasolina 
 Kandila 
 Katol 

Bunga  Nagkaroon ng trauma 
 Kawalan ng ari-arian 
 Kaguluhan 
 Kawalan ng tirahan 
 Kawalan ng buhay  

 

Group: Pantalan Uno – Kabataan 

Panganib Baha 
Sanhi  Pagtaas ng Dagat 

 Basura 
 Walang puno 
 Ulan 

Bunga  Leptospirosis  
 Maputik 
 Dengue 
 Pumapasok sa bahay yung baha 
 Alipunga 
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Group: R. Domingo – Kalalakihan 

Panganib Baha 
Sanhi  Dahil sa high tide 

 Basura 
 Bagyo 
 Malakas na ulan 
 Bumababa ang lupa 

(subsidence) 
Bunga  Kawalan ng hanapbuhay 

 Di nakapasok sa school ang 
mga estudyante 

 Nagkakasakit tulad ng 
lagnat, alipunga, at diarrhea 

 Pagkasira ng mga 
kasangkapan 

 Tulad ng refrigerator at TV 
 Naapektuhan ang mga tao 

 

Group: R. Domingo – Kababaihan 

Panganib Sunog 
Sanhi  Pagtatapon ng upos, 

posporo, at uling sa kung 
saan-saan 

 Dikit-dikit na kawad ng 
kuryente 

 Mga naiiwan na kuryente at 
apoy 

 Kapabayaan 
 Overload na kuryente 

Bunga  Nagkaroon ng takot at 
nerbyos 

 Kawalan ng bahay at ari-
arian 

 Nagtayo ulit ng bahay 
 Nalungkot at namrublema 

para sa pamilya  
 Hindi nakapasok sa trabaho 

 

SESSION 4: CAPACITIES ASSESSMENT 
 
Pantalan Uno 
Base Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Hazards Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Kabataan Kababaihan 

Kabataan Kababaihan 
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Resources Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map Overlay 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R. Domingo 

Base Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kabataan Kababaihan 

Kabataan Kababaihan 

Kalalakihan Kababaihan 
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Hazards Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Resources Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Map Overlay 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kalalakihan Kababaihan 

Kalalakihan Kababaihan 

Kalalakihan Kababaihan 
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SESSION 5: PLANNING FOR DRR 
Mga Gawain Bago, Habang, at Pagkatapos ng Disaster 
 

Group: Pantalan Uno – Kababaihan 

PANGANIB Sunog 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING 
ANG DISASTER 

 Palaging i-check ang linya 
ng kuryente at gasul 

 Patayin ang katol at kandila 
kapag matutulog 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG 
EMERGENCY 

 Humingi ng tulong sa mga 
kapitbahay 

 Magdala ng timba na may 
tubig at ibuhos sa apoy 

 Ilikas ang pamilya 
 Ilikas ang mga kagamitan 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG 
DISASTER 

 Babalik sa bahay upang i-
check ang mga 
kagamitang natira 

 Lilinisin na ang mga 
natirang gamit at bahay 

 Magtayo ng panibagong 
kubol 

 

Group: Pantalan Uno – Kabataan 

PANGANIB Baha 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING 
ANG DISASTER 

 Paghandaan ang darating 
na kalamidad 

 Maki-balita sa TV at radio 
 Paghahanda ng mga 

kagamitan at mga pagkain 
Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG 
EMERGENCY 

 Magtulong-tulong ang 
bawat isa sa paghahakot 
ng kagamitan 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG 
DISASTER 

 Naglilinis ng daan 
 Bumalik sa bahay at ayusin 

o linisin 

 
 

Group: R. Domingo – Kalalakihan 

PANGANIB Baha 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING 
ANG DISASTER 

 Itapon ang mga basura sa 
tamang pamamaraan 

 Wag ikalat kung saan-saan 
 Kumpunihin ang mga 

bubong ng bahay 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG 
EMERGENCY 

 Unang ililigtas ang mga 
kapatid at mga magulang 

 Ihanda sa isang lagayan 
ang mga mahahalagang 
gamit 

 Pumunta sa ligtas na lugar 
Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG 
DISASTER 

 Maglilinis ng bahay at ng 
kapaligiran pagkatapos ng 
baha 

 Ang mga basura ay dapat 
itapon sa tamang 
basurahan 

 Ayusin ang bahay sa 
matibay na materyales 

 
 
 

Group: R. Domingo – Kababaihan 

PANGANIB Sunog 

Mga 
Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO 
DUMATING ANG 
DISASTER 

 Huwag mag-panic 
 Huwag magpabaya para hindi 

magkasunog  
 Dapat alerto palagi para maiwasan 

ang sunog 
 Bisitahin lagi ang mga electric fan at 

mga kagamitan na pinanggagalingan 
ng apoy, araw man o gabi 

Mga 
Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON 
NG EMERGENCY 

 Dapat iligtas ang mga importanteng 
gamit 

 Dapat pagsabihan ang mga 
kapitbahay 

 Dapat alamin ang numero ng 
bumbero 

 Dapat tulong-tulong sa pagpatay ng 
apoy 

Mga 
Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS 
NG DISASTER 

 Linis 
 Maghanap ng paraan para may 

pangpatayo ng bahay 
 Sa evacuation muna tumuloy 
 Humingi ng tulong sa mga NGO, 

LGU, DSWD, at kay Mayor 
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Mga Mungkahing Proyekto ng Komunidad  

SEKTOR SMALL COMMUNITY PROJECTS BIG COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

Pantalan Uno – Kababaihan  Volunteer fire brigade  Fire hydrant 
 Fire station 
 Fire truck 

Pantalan Uno – Kabataan  Maglinis ng kapaligiran at 
magtanim 

 Karagdagang “evacuation 
center” 

 Magkaroon ng fire hydrant 
R. Domingo – Kalalakihan  Pagtulong sa pagkumpuni ng 

mga nasirang eskwelahan 
 Pagpipintura sa mga silid 

paaralan 

 Pagpapatayo ng mga 
karagdagang health center para 
matugunan ang 
pangangailangan ng 
mamamayan 

 Pagpapatayo ng mga 
eskwelahan para hindi siksikan 
ang mga estudyante 

R. Domingo – Kababaihan  Magtulungan sa lahat ng 
nangangailangan ng tulong sa 
paglilinis at damay sa mga 
gamit 

 Evacuation center 
 Meralco 
 Tubig 

 

Pagbuo ng Community Emergency Plan 
Pantalan Uno 
PANGANIB 
(Hazard) 

MGA BABALANG DAPAT 
TANDAAN (Early Warning) 

LIGTAS NA LUGAR NA PAGLILIKASAN 
(Safe Evacuation Place) 

Bagyo 
(Typhoon) 

 Mula sa panonood ng TV 
 Inaabangan ang high tide 

at paghangin 

 Open court 
 School na pwedeng gawing evacuation 

center 
Pagtaas ng Alon 
(Storm Surge) 

 Malakas na hangin  Open court 
 School na pwedeng gawing evacuation 

center 
Pagbaha 
(Flooding) 

- - 

Lindol 
(Earthquake) 

 Pagyanig  Bahay 

Pagbaba ng Lupa 
(Subsidence) 

 Pag-umulan at 
paghampas ng alon 

 Open court 
 School na pwedeng gawing evacuation 

center 
Pagguho ng Lupa 
(Erosion) 

- - 

Sunog 
(Fire) 

 Usok 
 Sigawan 

 Lugar na ligtas na pwedeng gawing 
evacuation center tulad ng court at 
eskwelahan 

Epidemya 
(Disease/Epidemic) 

 Maruming tubig 
 Dengue 
 Leptospirosis 
 Lagnat, trangkaso 
 Alipunga 

 Health Center 

Tsunami 
 

 Lindol  Mataas na Lugar 
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Mga Dapat Ihanda sa Paglikas 

 Pagkain at tubig 
o De lata 
o Tinapay 
o Imbak na mineral 

 Personal na gamit at dokumento 
o Birth certificate 
o Passport 
o Pera 
o Alahas 
o damit 

 First Aid & gamot 
o Betadine 
o alcohol 

 Pang komunikasyon 
o Cellphone 
o Flashlight 
o Battery 
o radyo 

R. Domingo 
PANGANIB 
(Hazard) 

MGA BABALANG DAPAT TANDAAN 
(Early Warning) 

LIGTAS NA LUGAR NA PAGLILIKASAN 
(Safe Evacuation Place) 

Bagyo 
(Typhoon) 

 Pagmadilim ang ulap at malakas ang 
hangin 

 Balita sa telebisyon at radio 

 Evacuation Center (tulad ng kapilya, 
eskwelahan) 

Pagtaas ng Alon 
(Storm Surge) 

 Maingay ang karagatan, pumuputi 
ang alon at lumalamig ang ihip ng 
hangin 

 Pumunta sa mataas na lugar 

Pagbaha 
(Flooding) 

 High tide 
 Pagmataas ang alon 
 Lumalabas ang mga insekto, daga 

 Pumunta sa mataas na lugar 

Lindol 
(Earthquake) 

 Hindi batid ang pagdating ng lindol  Lalabas ng bahay at umiwas sa 
nahuhulog o bumabagsak na mga 
bagay 

Pagbaba ng Lupa 
(Subsidence) 

 May parte ng bahay ang may bitak  Pumunta sa mataas na lugar 

Pagguho ng Lupa 
(Erosion) 

- - 

Sunog 
(Fire) 

 Usok 
 Sigawan ng kapitbahay na may sunog 
 Tunog ng bumbero 

 Evacuation center na alam na ligtas o 
malayo sa pangyayari ng lugar na 
nasusunog 

Epidemya 
(Disease/Epidemic) 

 Report mula sa health center 
 Lagnat 
 Pagdurugo ng ilong 
 Rashes, atbp 

 Health Center 

Tsunami -  - 
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SESSION 6: COMMUNITY ACTION PLANNING FOR DRR  
 
Pantalan Uno 
Pangalan ng Proyekto:  Fire Hydrant/ Submersible Pump 
Layunin ng Proyekto:  May mapagkunan ng tubig habang may sunog 

PANGUNAHING 
GAWAIN UPANG 
MATUPAD ANG 

LAYUNIN 

MGA DETALYADONG 
HAKBANG SA 

BAWAT GAWAIN 

TAGA-
KOMUNIDAD NA 
MANGANGASIWA

PETSA NG 
PAGSIMULA 

PETSA NG 
PAGTAPOS 

MGA 
KAILANGANG 

BAGAY O 
MATERYALES 

1. Paggawa ng 
plano o 
proposal 

 Magmeeting ang 
mga miyembro at 
lider ng samahan 

Presidente (Romy) 
  

Huling 
Sabado ng 
buwan  

-  Venue: 
Basketball 
Court, papel at 
bolpen  

  Magpaapruba ng 
request na may 
pirma ng mga 
miyembro 

Secretary (Tes at 
Nita) 

Oktubre 27 Oktubre 27 papel 

2. Makipag-
ugnayan sa 
LGUs, NGAs, 
NGOs 

 Makipag-set ng 
meeting kay Mayor

Secretary (Tes at 
Nita)  

Pangalawang 
linggo ng 
Nobyembre 

- 
 

pamasahe at 
dokumento ng 
request 

  Makipag-usap sa 
LGU at iba pang 
opisyales 

buong opisyales ng 
samahan 

Disyembre 
2011 

 pamasahe at 
dokumento ng 
request 

 

R. Domingo 
Pangalan ng Proyekto:  Evacuation Center 
Layunin ng Proyekto:  Para may masilungan ang mga residente sa oras ng kalamidad 

PANGUNAHING 
GAWAIN UPANG 
MATUPAD ANG 

LAYUNIN 

MGA DETALYADONG 
HAKBANG SA 

BAWAT GAWAIN 

TAGA-
KOMUNIDAD NA 
MANGANGASIWA

PETSA NG 
PAGSIMULA 

PETSA NG 
PAGTAPOS 

MGA 
KAILANGANG 

BAGAY O 
MATERYALES 

1. Ipaalam sa 
mga residente 
ang planong 
proyekto 

 Magpatawag ng 
meeting sa 
bakanteng lote 

Rosa – lider/officer 
ng samahan 
  
 

Nobyembre  Disyembre Manila paper, 
pentel pen, 
blackboard 

2. Maghanap ng 
lupa 

 Kumpirmasyon sa 
city hall 
(assessment 
section) 

Marlon Guntan 
Felipa Salonga 

Enero Huling linggo 
ng Enero 

Papel, ballpen, 
litrato ng lupa 
(vicinity map) 

3. Makipag-usap 
sa may-ari ng 
lupa 

 Mag-set ng 
meeting 

Rosa Estipanio Pebrero Unang lingo 
ng Marso 

Agenda, 
papeles tungkol 
sa lupa 

  Tanungin kung 
binebenta 

Pacing Bacaycay    

  Tanungin kung 
magkano 

    

  Ilahad ang layunin     
4. Community 

Savings 
 Mangolekta 

buwan-buwan 
Felipa Salonga Nagsimula na Isang taon Passbook 
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EVALUATION  

TANONG EBALWASYON NG KOMUNIDAD 

1. Anu-ano ang mahalagang natutunan mo sa 
pagsasanay? 

 Pakikipagtulungan 
 Pagkakaisa 
 Nalaman ang climate change 
 Natutong mag-report 
 Nagkaroon ng maraming ideya tulad ng sunog, 

lindol, at bagyo 
2. Ano ang masasabi mo sa mga aktibidad na ginawa?  Natutong makipagbalitaktakan at makipagpalitan 

ng kuro-kuro 
 Makabuluhan 
 Masaya 
 Lumawak o nadagdagan ang kaalaman 
 Napagod at nabusog 

3. Bigyan ng grado ang mga tagapagdaloy ng 
pagsasanay. 

 100% 
 95% 

4. Ano ang masasabi mo sa pangangasiwa ng oras at 
iskedyul? 

 Kulang ang isang araw 
 Maraming late 
 Ugaling Pinoy na wala sa oras 

5. Ano ang masasabi mo sa lugar at pagkain sa 
pagsasanay? 

 Maganda 
 Masarap at Nakakabusog 

6. Ano ang gagawin niyo upang maibahagi ang mga 
natutunan sa pagsasanay? 

 Ikwento 
 Ipapamahagi sa mga kaibigan, kapitbahay 
 Pagpaskil ng poster 
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C.2 Outputs of DRR Workshop in Tanza (Masagana) 

 
ATTENDANCE 
TAO-Facilitators / YP Team 
Name Organization / School 
1. Arlene Lusterio TAO staff 
2. Beryl Baybay TAO volunteer 
3. Russell Amada UE Caloocan – Civil Engineering 
4. Mharren Castro UP – Architecture 
5. Sarah Chavez Miriam – Environmental Planning 
6. Cris Mabato PUP – Architecture  
7. Arvin Serrano UP – Architecture 

 
Men (Kalalakihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Roberto Cordeta Sr. Bombet 44 MASAGANA Truck Helper 
2. Mateo P. Acedera Mateo 57 MASAGANA None 
3. Ruben S Pasayon* Enke 36 MASAGANA Stallman 
4. Reymundo Lee* Tata 47 MASAGANA None 
 
Women (Kababaihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Diana Antipuesto Dianne 45 MASAGANA Helper 
2. Sarah David Sarah 53 MASAGANA None 
3. Erlinda Tolero Inday 48 MASAGANA None 
4. Sotera Badando Lalay 45 MASAGANA None 
5. Lolita Capariño Lolit 48 MASAGANA None 
6. Juana Cavaleda Juana 52 MASAGANA None 
7. Emedita Ercilla Midith 47 MASAGANA None 
8. Lolita L. Patilan Lolit 59 MASAGANA None 
9. Natalia Nagalit* Talia 66 MASAGANA None 
 
Youth (Kabataan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Roberto Cordeta Jr. Jhun 20 MASAGANA None 
2. Eliseo B. Sasabo Jr.* Jhune2x 18 MASAGANA None 
3. Ronald Caingcoy Ronald 20 MASAGANA None 
4. Ronel Caingcoy Ronel 18 MASAGANA None 
5. Dave Ong Dave 23 MASAGANA None 
6. Rochelle Goder Chelle 23 MASAGANA None 
7. Jessica Ylagan Jessica 16 MASAGANA None 
8. Gezelle David Jayziel 19 MASAGANA None 
9. Ma. Pilar Lee Pitchi 19 MASAGANA Saleslady 
10. Dolly Manana Dolly 16 MASAGANA None 
11. Jingky Alejandro Neneng 18 MASAGANA  
12. Jienalyn Cordeta  16 MASAGANA  
13. Rodstephine Badando  18 MASAGANA  
*left the workshop early 
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EXPECTATIONS (Mga Inaasahan) 
 Pagbabago sa Komunidad (Bulacan) – Mabuo at matapos ang bahay 
 Mapalawak ang kaalaman sa mga parating na kalamidad 
 Patatagin ang samahan – pagkilos n glider at miyembro 
 Makaiwas sa sakuna 
 Matutunan ang lahat ng pamamaraan sa pagtugon sa kalamidad 

 

SESSION 1: CLIMATE CHANGE AND DRR 

TANONG KALALAKIHAN KABABAIHAN 
KABATAAN 

Babae Lalaki 
1. Ang Sanhi o 

Dahilan ng Climate 
Change ay… 

Ang pagbabago ng 
panahon 

Global Warming Biglaang pagbabago 
ng klima 

Pag- babago ng 
klima 

2. Ang Epekto ng 
Climate Change ay 
makikita sa… 

Ang pagbago nang 
klima nang panahon 
nitong init at lamig 

Pag-abuso sa kalikasan Di wastong ng 
pagtatapon ng basura 

Polusyon 

3. Sa aming 
pagkakaalam, ang 
Climate Change 
ay… 

Ang ipekto ng climate 
chane ay ay gutom at 
walang tirahan 

Kalamidad tulad, 
pagbaha, bagyo, lindol 
etc. 

Kapaligiran maraming 
basura at pagbaha 

Panahon 

 
SESSION 2: HAZARDS ASSESSMENT 
 
Pagtukoy sa mga Panganib sa Lugar 
 Bagyo 
 Baha 
 Tagtuyot (Pagbitak ng lupa) 
 Sunog 
 Lindol 
 Buhawi 
 Riot 
 Peste 
 Epidemya 
 Pagguho ng Lupa 
 Kulog at Kidlat 
 Pagputok ng Bulkan 

 
Talaan ng mga Disaster at Bantang Panganib sa Lugar 

Group: Kalalakihan 

(1) Uri ng Panganib  Sunog  Lindol 
(2) Pwersa  Apoy  Pagguho 
(3) Senyales  Pagkapal ng usok  Pagyanig 
(4) Kasaysayan   
(5) Dalas ng Pagdating  Maraming beses  Madalang sa isang taon 
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(6) Panahon at Tagal  2010  Dalawang oras 
(7) Lokasyon ng Pinsala  Sa mga bahay sa Angat  Bundok-lupa 
(8) Taong Naapektuhan  Tayong lahat  Tayong lahat 
(9) Pagtugon  Pagkakaisa 

 Tulung-tulong sa pagpatay ng 
apoy 

 Patagin ang lupa 

(10) Kapasidad  Fire wall  Pagpatayo ng magtaas na 
pwedeng pagtakbuhan 

 

Group: Kababaihan 

(1) Uri ng Panganib  Bagyo  Tagtuyot 
(2) Pwersa  Hangin at ulan  Init 
(3) Senyales  Balita sa TV at radyo  Pagbitak ng lupa 

 Pagkamatay ng pananim (sa tao o 
heatstroke) 

(4) Kasaysayan  September/October  Summer 
(5) Dalas ng Pagdating  Mas madalas ngayon  Once a year 
(6) Panahon at Tagal  Tuwing panahon ng tag-ulan 

 June – December 
 3-4 months 

(7) Lokasyon ng Pinsala  Malapit sa dalisdis ng 
bundok/creek 

 Pananim 

(8) Taong Naapektuhan  Mga bata at matatanda  Mga tao/hayop 
(9) Pagtugon  Pagpapaalala sa paglikas  Patubig 
(10) Kapasidad  Flashlight, kapote, bote, pagkain at 

gamot 
 Magtipid 

 

Group: Kabataan 

(1) Uri ng Panganib  Peste at Epidemya  Pagguho ng lupa 
(2) Pwersa  Pagsira ng pananim  Paglambot ng lupa 
(3) Senyales  Tag-init at tagtuyot  Pag-ulang walang tigil o bagyo 
(4) Kasaysayan  March at April 

 Summer day 
 August at September 

(5) Dalas ng Pagdating  Summer  Rainy season 
(6) Panahon at Tagal   
(7) Lokasyon ng Pinsala  Tao o palayan  Mataas na lugar 
(8) Taong Naapektuhan  Lahat ng mga nasasakupan  Mga kasapi ng Masagana 
(9) Pagtugon  Pakikilahok sa mga disaster event  Panonood o pakikinig sa radyo at 

TV 
 Alerto o handa sa pwedeng 

mangyari 
(10) Kapasidad  Pag-iimbak ng pangangailangan, 

tulad ng: gamot at pagkain 
 Pagpatag ng mga butas-butas na 

lupa 
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SESSION 3: VULNERABILITIES ASSESSMENT 
 
Problem Tree Analysis 

Group: Kalalakihan 

Problema 
May posibilidad na magkaroon ng problema sa 
kalinisan at basura  
 

Hindi kontrolado ang pagguho ng lupa 
sa gilid ng creek  

Sanhi 
Hindi tamang pagtapon ng basura sa 
kapaligiran, kawalan ng tamang tapunan, 
walang kaalaman pagsasaayos ng basura 

Mahina ang lupa sa gilid ng creek, 
pagputol ng malalaking puno, dahil sa 
gusting kumita ng pera, dahil sa 
malakas na ulan 

Bunga 
Pagdami ng langaw, mabaho sa kapaligiran, 
denggue, pagbara ng kanal, galis, makukuhang 
sakit sa basura, pantal 2x sa katawan 

Pagbara ng lagusan ng tubig at ilog, 
pag-baha, pagguho ng tirahan 

 

Group: Kababaihan (mga nanay) 

Problema Kahirapan sa paglikas sa panahon ng sakuna 
Kakulangan sa kagamitan para sa 
bagyo 

Sanhi 

Hindi alam kung saan lilikas, kakulangan sa 
kaalaman, kulang sa paniniwala ng mga 
residente/tigas ulo, lubak na daanan rough 
road, walang masakyan na transportasyon 

Kakulangan sa materyales, mahina ang 
pundasyon ng bahay, kakulangan ng 
kaalaman sa paggawa, lumang 
materyales (second hand), kulang sa 
panggastos/budget 

Bunga 
Mawalan ng bahay, gutom, pagkasira ng ari-
arian, walang hanapbuhay, masaktan o 
mamatay 

Medaling masira ang kabahayan, 
mayroong masaktan/dead, wash out 

 

Group: Kabataang Babae 

Problema 
Hindi kontrolado ang pamamalakad ng 
istrakturang may posibilidad na magkaroon ng 
pagsabog 

Kakulangan ng kaalaman sa pagtatayo 
ng matibay na bahay 

Sanhi 

Pabriko ng paputok, iligal na pagtayo ng 
pabrika, walang permanenteng pagawaan, pag-
tatapon ng sigarilyo kung saan-saan, 
kakulangan sa pag-iingat 

Kakulangan ng badget, kakulangan ng 
mga materyales, di pagkakaisa, di pag-
attend sa programa sa pabahay 

Bunga 
Pagkamatay ng mga taong malapit sa pabrika, 
pagkakaroon ng sakit, pagkasunog ng mga ari-
arian, pagkawala ng ikabubuhay 

Medaling pagkasira ng bahay, 
maraming masasaktan, kawalan ng ari-
arian 
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SESSION 4: CAPACITIES ASSESSMENT 
 
Base Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Hazards Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group 1 Group 2 

Group 1 Group 2 

Group 3 
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Resources Map 
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Group 3 
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Map Overlay 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SESSION 5: PLANNING FOR DRR 
 
Mga Gawain Bago, Habang, at Pagkatapos ng Disaster  

Group: Kalalakihan 

PANGANIB Sunog Lindol 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING ANG 
DISASTER 

 Mag-imbak ng maraming tubig 
 Lumabas agad ng bahay 

 Huwag pumunta sa mataas na 
gusali 

 Magbigay babala sa mga tao 
 Maghanda 
 Kailangan ang flashlight 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG EMERGENCY 

 Tulung-tulong sa pagpatay ng 
sunog 

 IIabas ang mga importanteng mga 
gamit 

 Tumulong sa paglikas patungo sa 
relokasyon 

 Kailangan mayroong helmet 
 Kailangan magtulungan 
 Magdala ng gamot 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG DISASTER 

 Kunin ang mga 
mapapakinabangang gamit 

 Linisin ang parting nasunog 
pagkatapos ng sunog 

 Bilangin ang mga taong inilikas 
 Tanungin kung sila’y kumain na 
 Huwag agad babalik sa bahay, 

baka mayroon pang kasunod 
 

Group 1 Group 2 

Group 3 
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Group: Kababaihan 

PANGANIB Bagyo Tagtuyot 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING ANG 
DISASTER 

 Maghanda ng transistor radio para 
malaman kung ano na ang 
mangyayari 

 Kandila, flashlight, canned goods, 
gamut 

 Paalalahan ang mga miyembro na 
magkakaroon ng bagyo 

 Magkaroon ng pagmamapping 
kung saan ang mga lugar na 
delikado 

 Magkaroon ng pagpupulong 
 Magtanim ng maani bago 

dumating ang tagtuyot 
 Mag-imbak – tubig, pagkain at 

gamot 
 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG EMERGENCY 

 Makipagcommunicate sa barangay 
para sa evacuation center 

 Magpunta ng evacuation center 

 Anihin 
 Magtipid 
 Makipag-ugnayan sa mga kasama 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG DISASTER 

 Itala ang mga nasirang ari-arian 
 Humingi ng tulong sa local 

government 
 Ayusin ang mga nasirang bahay 

 Magtanim uli 
 Magkaroon ng hanapbuhay at 

patubig 

 

Group: Kabataan 

PANGANIB Pagguho ng Lupa Peste at Epidemya 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING ANG 
DISASTER 

 Makinig sa radio 
 Manood ng TV 
 Pakikilahok sa mga disaster 

workshop 
 Itabi sa isang safe na lalagyan ang 

mga mahahalagang papeles 

 Manood ng TV 
 Makinig sa radio 
 Umatend ng mga workshop 
 Mag-imbak ng mga pagkain at 

gamot 
 Ugaliing linisin ang sulok-sulok ng 

bahay upang maiwasan ang peste 
o sakit 

 I-check ang mga dadalhin 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG EMERGENCY 

 Mag-impok ng gamot at 
pagkain/inumin 

 Pumunta sa evacuation bago 
dumating ang sakuna 

 I-check ang mga dadalhin 

 Maghanda ng gamot at pagkain 
 Ugaliing takpan ang mga pwedeng 

pasukan ng peste tulad ng lamok 
 Makipag-ugnayan sa health center 
 Ugaliing linisin ang sulok-sulok ng 

bahay upang maiwasan ang peste 
o sakit 

 I-check ang mga dadalhin 
Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG DISASTER 

 Sumali sa programa ng kalikasan 
 Lumipat sa ligtas na lugar 

 Maglinis ng kapaligiran 
 Ugaliing maghugas ng kamay 
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Mga Mungkahing Proyekto ng Komunidad  

SEKTOR SMALL COMMUNITY PROJECTS BIG COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

KALALAKIHAN  Tumulong sa mga nasalantang tao 
 Pag-aralan kung ano dapat gawin pagdating ng sakuna 
 Maglagay ng warning device o kaya drill 

 Kailangan magkaroon ng 
kumpletong kagamitan para 
sa lindol 

 Magkaroon ng radio 
 Flashlight, helmet, lubid, pala, 

piko, bareta 
 Humingi ng tulong sa 

gobyerno upang magpagawa 
ng fire volunteer sa aming 
lugar 

KABABAIHAN  Urban gardening – pagtatanim ng mga halaman o 
gulay na angkop sa panahon ng tagtuyot, tulad ng 
luya, pipino, sili, mais, mani, kamote, saging, etc. 

 Paggawa ng malunggay capsule 
 Paggawa ng foot therapy – fund raising 
 Pamamahagi ng mga materyales na kailangan mula sa 

ating samahan (hal. Bamboo, yero, pako) 

 Patubig 
 Training sa pagpapatayo ng 

matibay na bahay 

KABATAAN  Pag-organize ng fundraising (hal. Paliga, pasayaw, 
paraffle – upang makalikom ng pondo para makapag-
imbak ng gamot, libreng pabakuna at first-aid) 

 Pag-oorganize ng pagtatanim sa ating barangay 
 Pagpost ng bawal magputol ng puno 
 Pagpopost ng clean and green 
 Lingguhang community service (Bayanihan) 
 Magtapon sa tamang tapunan upang maiwasan ang 

mga sakit 

 Health center – makipag-
ugnayan sa matataas na 
pinuno upang 
makapagpatayo ng 
evacuation center 

 
Pagbuo ng Community Emergency Plan 
PANGANIB 
(Hazard) 

MGA BABALANG DAPAT TANDAAN 
(Early Warning) 

LIGTAS NA LUGAR NA PAGLILIKASAN 
(Safe Evacuation Place) 

Bagyo 
(Typhoon) 

 Lumalakas na hangin at ulan 
 Kulog, kidlat 
 Balita sa radio at TV 

 School, covered court, health center 

Pagbaha 
(Flooding) 

 Malakas na pag-ulan 
 Baradong kanal 
 Pagputol ng puno 
 

 Rooftop ng bahay 
 

Lindol 
(Earthquake) 

 Lalabas ang ipis  Labas ng bahay, malayo sa puno at poste 
 Walang mataas na bahay 
 Open space 

Pagbaba ng Lupa 
(Subsidence) 

 Matagal na paggamit ng poso 
 Pagbaba ng bintana 
 Pagbitak ng lupa 
 Inaabot na ng tubig 
 Paglapad ng creek 

 

Pagguho ng Lupa 
(Erosion) 

 Pag walang puno 
 Tuloy-tuloy na pag-ulan 
 Unti-unting pagguho 
 Tunog ng pagguho 

 Livelihood training center 
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PANGANIB 
(Hazard) 

MGA BABALANG DAPAT TANDAAN 
(Early Warning) 

LIGTAS NA LUGAR NA PAGLILIKASAN 
(Safe Evacuation Place) 

 Pagnipis ng creek 
Sunog 
(Fire) 

 Usok 
 Amoy sunog 

 Open space 
 Evacuation center 
 Covered court 

Epidemya 
(Disease/Epidemic) 

 Bali-balita 
 Diarrhea 
 Pag maraming nagkakasakit 
 Maruming tubig 
 Di maayos na pagluto 

 Health center o ospital 

 
Mga Kailangan Dalhin sa Paglikas 
Pagkain at Tubig Personal na Gamit at 

mga Dokumento 
First Aid Kit at mga 
Gamot 

Pang-komunikasyon at 
iba pa 

 Canned goods 
 Di medaling mapanis 
 Di kailangang lutuin 
 Malinis na tubig 
 

 Birth certificate 
 Marriage contract 
 Titulo ng bahay 
 

 Alcohol 
 Paracetamol 
 Benda 
 Betadine 
 Bulak  
 

 Cellphone 
 Laptop 
 Radio 
 
 

 
SESSION 6: COMMUNITY ACTION PLANNING FOR DRR  
Pangalan ng Proyekto:  Pamamahagi ng Materyales na kailangan mula sa samahan 
Layunin ng Proyekto:  para matugunan ang pangangailangan ng samahan upang makaiwas sa pinsala ng bagyo 

PANGUNAHING 
GAWAIN UPANG 
MATUPAD ANG 

LAYUNIN 

MGA DETALYADONG 
HAKBANG SA 

BAWAT GAWAIN 

TAGA-
KOMUNIDAD NA 
MANGANGASIWA

PETSA NG 
PAGSIMULA 

PETSA NG 
PAGTAPOS 

MGA 
KAILANGANG 

BAGAY O 
MATERYALES 

1. Magkaroon ng 
G.A. 

 Magkaroon ng 
patalastas para sa 
GA 

 Personal na 
kausapin ang mga 
miyembro 

 Sa pamamagitan 
ng cellphone 

 Bombet 
Cordeta 

 Lolit Capareño 
 

 April 2021 
(Second 
Sunday) 

 

 Third 
Sunday of 
April 2012 

 

 Manila 
Paper, 
Pentel Pen, 
Papel, 
Cellphone 

 

 

2. Fund Raising 
(Raffle) 

 Pa-layout ng ticket, 
pa-riso, paglagay 
ng number 

 Zaldy 
Calaoagan 

 

 Kapag na-
identify 
na kung 
kalian ang 
fiesta 

 

 Fourth 
Sunday of 
April 2012 

 

 Pera para sa 
riso, 
transpo, etc.

 
 

3. Pag-release ng 
Ticket 

 Pagbibigay ng 
ticket sa mga 
miyembro at 
pagbenta sa iba 

 Paz Agustino 
 Menelo Abueva 

(pirma) 
 Mga officer 

 

 Fourth 
Sunday of 
April 2012 

 

 One week 
before GA 
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EVALUATION  

TANONG EBALWASYON NG KOMUNIDAD 

1. Anu-ano ang mahalagang natutunan mo sa 
pagsasanay? 

 Epekto ng mga gawain ng tao sa kalikasan, paano 
makaiwas sa disaster, kaalaman tungkol sa disaster 

2. Ano ang masasabi mo sa mga aktibidad na ginawa?  Success, nadagdagan ang kaalaman sa 
paghahanda, madaming natutunan sa kalamidad 

3. Bigyan ng grado ang mga tagapagdaloy ng 
pagsasanay. 

 5, 5, 5 (5 ang pinakamataas na grado) 

4. Ano ang masasabi mo sa pangangasiwa ng oras at 
iskedyul? 

 Late ang mga tao, inabot ng gabi; ok lang; kahit 
late, nakakahabol pa din 

5. Ano ang masasabi mo sa lugar at pagkain sa 
pagsasanay? 

 Solb!, very satisfied sa food, masarap 

6. Ano ang gagawin niyo upang maibahagi ang mga 
natutunan sa pagsasanay? 

 Ikwento sa mga kapitbahay, chismis, tulong sa iba 
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C.3 Outputs of DRR Workshop in KV1 Phase 1D 

 
ATTENDANCE 
TAO-Facilitators / YP Team 
Name Organization / School 
1. Angel Sales TAO staff 
2. Rosalyn Veneracion TAO staff 
3. Klervin Collado UP – Architecture  
4. Nancy Kempeneers UP – Architecture 
5. Glenn Matre PUP – Architecture 
6. Jessa Saria PUP – Architecture 
7. Dominic Valdez UE Caloocan – Civil Engineering 

 
Men (Kalalakihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Rodolfo Padis Rudy 69 Blk. 20 Lot 119 Pensioner 
2. Francisco Cape Francisco 62 Blk. 20  
3. Limboy Pamanian Limboy 52 Blk. 18 Lot 113 Employee 
4. Evin B. Millona Ben 52 Blk. 15  
5. Dante Sabanerer   Blk. 17 Lot 51  
 
Women (Kababaihan) 

Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Sally Torres Sally 56 Blk. 9 Businesswoman 
2. Myrna Merced Myrna  Blk. 18 Employee 
3. Editha D. Elcarte Edith 61 Blk. 17 Lot74  
4. Anabel T. Rabit Ana 58 Blk. 7 Lot 31 Teacher 
5. Vangie Serrano Vangie 50 Blk. 10 Lot 17 1B C.O. 
6. Alicia Alviar Alice 40 Blk.8 Lot 133   
7. Emma Alutaya Emma 55 Blk. 9 Lot 120 Business 
8. Evelyn Macalalag Belen 48 Blk. 18 Lot 52  
9. Imelda Defelipe Mhel 42 Blk. 18 Lot 145  
10. Rosie M. Payot Rose 39 Blk. 20 Lot 109  
11. Mercy P.Merilles Mercy 46 Blk. 22 Lot 95  
12. Rosie Vellalba Rose 42 Blk. 20 Lot 100  
13. Dolores Maligaya Dang 54 Blk. 20 Lot 99  
14. Norberta Lampasa Berta 69 Blk. 19 Lot 9  
15. Virginia Ayala Virgie 54 Blk. 18 Lot 147  
16. Rebecca V. Asistol Villota 24 Blk. 20 Lot 102  
17. Jenita D. Rodelis Jenny 45 Blk. 22 Lot 33  
18. Lucy B. Mordeno D-ding 34 Bukid 1D  
19. Cynthia Dominguez Cynthia 48 Blk. 17  
20. Myrna Tomenio Myrna 50 Blk. 17  
21. Lolita Consigna  36 Blk. 17  
22. Marilyn E. Estor   Blk. 19 Lot 15  
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Youth (Kabataan) 
Name Nickname Age Address Source of Income 
1. Ezekiel Nitura Kiel 17 Blk. 18 Lot 97 Pol. Sci. Student 
2. Kit Irlandez Kit 17 Blk. 18 Lot 161 HRM Student 
3. Russel R. Legaspi JC 23 Blk. 9  
4. Rebecca V. Asistol     
5. Abigail Talana     
6. Rosita Pamanian     
7. Elisa Pangilinan     
 
 
EXPECTATIONS (Mga Inaasahan) 
 Matuloy ang workshop 
 Magtulungan 
 Maaksyunan ang kahilingan 
 Maiwasan ang baha 
 Peace and order 
 Maayos 
 Mapagkaisahan ang mga adhikain 
 Paraan 
 Maturuan 
 Mapalawak ang kaalaman 
 Paano magtulungan 

 Plano (baha, likas) 
 Magkaroon ng palatandaan 
 Maging aktibo 
 Magandang trabaho 
 Gampanan ang trabaho 
 Makikinig, makikilahok 
 Magkaisa 
 Magtulungan, mag-enjoy at  matuto 
 Matuloy ang proseso 
 Magsalita at walang uuwi 

 

SESSION 1: CLIMATE CHANGE AND DRR 
 

TANONG SENIOR CITIZENS KABABAIHAN KABATAAN 

1. Ang Sanhi o Dahilan ng Climate 
Change ay… 

Pollution Basura Pagputol ng puno, 
pollution global warming 

2. Ang Epekto ng Climate Change 
ay makikita sa… 

Epekto ng bagyo at baha Pagbaha at sakit Baha at landslide 

3. Sa aming pagkakaalam, ang 
Climate Change ay… 

Dahil sa hangin at ulan Sobrang init at sobrang 
lamig 

Pagbabago-bago ng 
klima gaya ng biglang 
pag-ulan at pag-araw 

 
 
SESSION 2: HAZARDS ASSESSMENT 
Pagtukoy sa mga Panganib sa Lugar 
 Baha at Bagyo 
 Sunog 
 Riot 
 Lindol 
 Landslide 
 Pagguho ng Basura 
 Bagyo 

 Crusher 
 Peste 
 Tagtuyot 
 Sakuna / Sakit 
 Pagtaas ng Tubig 
 Drainage 
 Paglubog ng Lupa 
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Top 6 Hazards 
 Baha  
 Riot 
 Landslide 
 Lindol 
 Pagguho ng Basura 
 Mga Sakit (Dengue) 

 
Talaan ng mga Disaster at Bantang Panganib sa Lugar 

Group: Senior Citizens 

(1) Panganib Riot Lindol 
(2) Uri ng Panganib Gawa ng tao, saksakan Natural, pagguho ng mga kabahayan 
(3) Pwersa Tao Pagyanig ng lupa 
(4) Senyales Simula sa tambayan Pag-uga ng mga gamit 
(5) Kasaysayan Madalas 2x a week 

Friday last week  
Last August 

(6) Dalas ng Pagdating Twice a week Madalang 
(7) Panahon at Tagal 15 minutes Seconds 
(8) Lokasyon ng Pinsala B- 17,19, 20, 18, 21 Wala 
(9) Taong Naapektuhan B 19 Binata, stab wound 

B 17 Binata, sinumpak 
Wala 

(10) Pagtugon Walang aksyon Wala 
(11) Kapasidad wala wala 

Group: Kababaihan 

(1) Panganib Baha Sakit (Dengue) 
(2) Uri ng Panganib - - 
(3) Pwersa Paglakas ng ulan/ tubig Insekto (lamok) 
(4) Senyales Pagtaas ng tubig sa ilog Tag-ulan, pagtaas ng lagnat 
(5) Kasaysayan Tatlong beses o apat Tuwing tag-ulan 
(6) Dalas ng Pagdating Mas madalas Taon-taon 
(7) Panahon at Tagal Nov. 2004, Sept. 2009, 2011 Panahon ng tag-ulan 
(8) Lokasyon ng Pinsala P1-D Blk. 23, 21, 22, 18, 19, 20 P1-D 
(9) Taong Naapektuhan Buong komunidad Kabataan 
(10) Pagtugon Paglikas Fogging /cleaning 
(11) Kapasidad Pagtutulungan tuwing may baha Herbal medicine 

Group: Kabataan 

(1) Panganib Pagguho ng Basura Landslide 
(2) Uri ng Panganib Natural / human made Natural / geological 
(3) Pwersa Tubig Lupa at mga bato 
(4) Senyales Tuwing tag-ulan Wala 
(5) Kasaysayan Sept. 26, 2009 – Ondoy May posibilidad 
(6) Dalas ng Pagdating 4 to 5 years Wala 
(7) Panahon at Tagal Walong oras Wala 
(8) Lokasyon ng Pinsala San Isidro to Kasiglahan Kung sakali. Kasiglahan 
(9) Taong Naapektuhan Residente at opisyales ng gobyerno Kung sakali,  residente at opisyales ng 

gobyerno 
(10) Pagtugon Walang nagawa, lumikas Lumikas 
(11) Kapasidad Sa ngayon, wala Sa ngayon, wala 
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SESSION 3: VULNERABILITIES ASSESSMENT 
 
Problem Tree Analysis 

Group: Senior Citizens 

Panganib Riot Lindol 
Sanhi  Fraternity/gang 

 Walang trabaho 
 Gumagamit ng bawal ng gamot 
 Kulang sa pagresponde 
 Takot magreklamo at kulang ng 

pulis 

 Walang puno 
 Faultline 
 Kakulangan sa kaalaman sa 

tamang lokasyon ng faultline 
 Pagkwari at pagmina 

Bunga  Kamatayan 
 Natatakot ang mga residente 
 Nadadamay ang mga walang 

kamalay-malay 

 Pagkasira ng mga ari-arian 
 Mga nasusugatan 
 Nakamamatay 
 Trauma 
 Kawalan ng Hanapbuhay 

 

Group: Kababaihan 

Panganib Baha Sakit (Dengue) 
Sanhi  Bagyo 

 Pagtaas ng tubig sa ilog 
 Pagbukas ng dam 
 Paglakas ng ulan 
 Walang maayos na daluyan ng 

tubig 

 Tubig na naiistock 
 Junkshop 
 Maruming paligid 
 Lamok na nagdadala ng sakit na 

dengue 

Bunga  Pagkasira ng kagamitan 
 Namamatay 
 Kawalan ng Kabuhayan 

 Paghinto sa pag-aaral ng mga bata
 Kamatayan 
 Pagkakasakit 
 Ubos ang pera sa pagpapagamot 

 

Group: Kabataan 

Panganib Pagguho ng Basura Landslide 
Sanhi  Bagyo/ulan 

 Di Tamang Pagtapon ng basura 
 Sobrang tambak ng basura 

 Pagputol ng puno 
 Crusher 
 Pagkakaingin 
 Paglambot ng lupa 

Bunga  Kamatayan 
 Baha 
 Pagbara ng drainage 
 Sakit 

 Pagkagutom 
 Kawalan ng hanapbuhay 
 Kamatayan 
 Pagkasira ng ari-arian 
 Kawalan ng bahay 
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SESSION 4: CAPACITIES ASSESSMENT 
 
Base Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Hazards Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Senior Citizens Kababaihan 

Kabataan 

Senior Citizens Kababaihan 
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Resources Map 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kabataan 

Senior Citizens Kababaihan 

Kabataan 
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Map Overlay 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SESSION 5: PLANNING FOR DRR 
Mga Gawain Bago, Habang, at Pagkatapos ng Disaster  

Group: Senior Citizens 

PANGANIB Riot Lindol 
Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING ANG 
DISASTER 

 Ipagbawal ang tambay 
 Kailangan ng curfew 

 Magpakabihasa sa mga kaalaman 
tungkol sa disaster 

 Magbuo ng grupo na magiging 
mga pangunahing tagapagkilos sa 
oras ng sakuna 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG EMERGENCY 

 Ipaalam sa mga awtoridad  Maging mahinahon at maingat sa 
mga pagkilos 

 Mapag-unawa sa lahat ng 
pagkakataon 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG DISASTER 

 Kailangan magsampa ng kaso  Patuloy na magsaliksik o dumalo 
sa seminar 

 Isipin ang ibang tao bago ang 
sariling kapakanan 

 

Senior Citizens Kababaihan 

Kabataan 
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Group: Kababaihan 

PANGANIB Baha Dengue 
Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING ANG 
DISASTER 

 Itaas ang mga importanteng kagamitan 
 Maghanda ng mga pagkain at tubig 
 Kandila, plaslight at posporo 

 Linisin ang paligid 
 Itapon ang stagnant water 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG EMERGENCY 

 Ilikas ang mga bata sa ligtas na lugar 
 Wag mag-panic 

 Dalhin agad sa doctor 
 Ipagbigay alam sa baranggay 

kung may naitalang kaso ng 
dengue 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG DISASTER 

 Maglinis sa bahay at kapaligiran 
 Makipagcoordinate sa lokal na 

pamahalaan 
 Alamin kung may ibinabang tulong ang 

anumang ahensiya 

 Sundin ang payo ng mga 
doctor 

 Humingi ng tulong or fogging 
 Campaign iwas-dengue 

Group: Kabataan 

PANGANIB Pagguho ng Basura Landslide 
Mga Aksyon/Gawain  
BAGO DUMATING ANG 
DISASTER 

 Paggawa ng lalagyan nabubulok at di 
nabubulok 

 Paggawa ng organisasyon ng bubuo ng 
maayos na pagkolekta ng basura 

 Magkaroon ng early-warning device 

 Mag-imbak ng pagkain 
 Pumunta sa maayos na lugar 
 Maghanda ng first aid kit 
 Making o manood ng balita 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
SA PANAHON NG EMERGENCY 

 Lumikas sa mga ligtas na lugar 
 Saklolohan ang mga nangangailangan 

sa panahon ng sakuna 

 Ilikas ang mga bata 
 Makipag-ugnayan sa mga 

opisyales ng komunidad 
 Humanap ng safe na lugar 

Mga Aksyon/Gawain 
PAGKATAPOS NG DISASTER 

 Tulong-tulong sa paglilinis 
 Gumawa ng hukay para doon itapon 

ang basura 

 Icheck ang kalagayan ng 
pamilya 

 Alamin kung may naibigay na 
tulong ang gobyerno o NGO 

 Icheck ang mga kable ng 
kuryente 

 
Mga Mungkahing Proyekto ng Komunidad  

SEKTOR SMALL COMMUNITY PROJECTS BIG COMMUNITY PROJECTS 

Senior Citizens  Makapaghanda ng mga gamit na pwedeng magamit sa 
oras ng sakuna/magkaroon ng mga pag-aaral o regular 
na seminar 

 Magkaroon ng mga gamit para sa mga first aid 
 Material na gamit tulad ng flashlight/lubid at mga 

gamot na pang-unang lunas 

 Mga kagamitan para sa pag-
rescue sa oras ng sakuna 

Kababaihan  Kailangan magpatawag ng meeting ng mga magulang 
upang mapag-usapan ang hindi dapat mangyari  

 Magkaroon ng brgy. volunteers 
 Magkaroon ng sports 

 Street lighting project  
 Magpatayo ng outpost 
 Magkaroon ng street name 

bawat kanto 
Kabataan  Tree planting 

 Sama-sama sa paglilinis 
 bigyan ng kaalaman ang komunidad 
 laging makilahok sa mga seminar ukol sa paghahanda 

sa darating na kalamaidad 

 Medical mission 
 Relief goods mula sa labas 
 Feeding program 
 Livelihood program 
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Pagbuo ng Community Emergency Plan 
PANGANIB 
(Hazard) 
 

MGA BABALANG DAPAT 
TANDAAN 
(Early Warning) 

LIGTAS NA LUGAR NA 
PAGLILIKASAN 
(Safe Evacuation Place) 

Bagyo 
(Typhoon) 

 Makinig/ TV/radio 
 Tuluy-tuloy na pag-ulan 

 School, church, bahay, covered 
court, barangay hall, health 
center 

 Sa ilalim ng lamesa o matibay na 
kagamitan 

Pagtaas ng Alon 
(Storm Surge) 

- - 

Pagbaha 
(Flooding) 

 Pagtaas ng tubig sa ilog 
 Flood marker 
 Iinform ang mga kasama sa 

komunidad 

 School na nasa mataas na lugar, 
church, covered court, barangay 
hall, health center 

Lindol 
(Earthquake) 

 Pag-uga ng mga gamit 
 Pagkagambala ng mga hayop 

(hal. ibon) 

 Sa ilalim ng lamesa o matibay na 
kagamitan 

Pagbaba ng Lupa 
(Subsidence) 

- - 

Pagguho ng Lupa 
(Erosion) 

 May crack ang daanan 
 Naglalaglagan na lupa 
 Nagtutumbahan na mga puno 

 Sa kapitbahay 
 Sa patag na lugar 

Sunog 
(Fire) 

 Usok (overheat ng mga 
appliance) 

 Amoy kuryente, amoy LPG 
 Kandila o gasera 

 Sa kamag-anak 
 Covered court, multi-purpose 

hall 
 Sa labas ng bahay (kalsada) 

Epidemya 
(Disease/Epidemic) 

 Marami nang nagkaroon ng 
sabit 

 Kapag may namatay na 
 Naikalat na ang balita ukol sa 

sakit 

 Hospital, health center, clinic 

Riot 
 

 Nagkakagulo, nagtatakbuhan, 
nagbabatuhan 

 Bahay 

 
Mga Kailangan Dalhin sa Paglikas 
Pagkain at Tubig Personal na Gamit at 

mga Dokumento 
First Aid Kit at mga 
Gamot 

Pang-komunikasyon at 
iba pa 

 Canned goods 
 Distilled water 
 Biskwit 
 

 Birth certificate 
 Marriage contract 
 Passport, ID 
 

 Gamot sa sakit ng ulo, 
sipon, ubo, Betadine, 
alcohol 

 

 Cellphone 
 Laptop 
 Radio 
 Wireless telephone 
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SESSION 6: COMMUNITY ACTION PLANNING FOR DRR  
Pangalan ng Proyekto:  Pagbuo ng Rescue Team 
Layunin ng Proyekto:  Upang may manguna sa pag-agapay sa panahon ng sakuna 

PANGUNAHING 
GAWAIN UPANG 
MATUPAD ANG 

LAYUNIN 

MGA DETALYADONG 
HAKBANG SA 

BAWAT GAWAIN 

TAGA-
KOMUNIDAD NA 
MANGANGASIWA

PETSA NG 
PAGSIMULA 

PETSA NG 
PAGTAPOS 

MGA 
KAILANGANG 

BAGAY O 
MATERYALES 

1. Maghalal ng 
pinuno 

 Magkaroon ng 
general assembly 

Ma’am Sally 
  

Nov. 12 Nov. 12 Papel, ballpen, 
tape, venue 

2. Magtalaga ng 
taong 
magiging 
rescue team 

 Magpaskil ng 
panawagan para 
bumuo ng rescue 
team 

 Pulong ng sasali 

Kit and Kel Nov. 13 Nov. 15 Glue, papel, 
pentel pen, 
Xerox 

3. Training 
(community/ 
first aid) 

 Pagsaliksik sa mga 
magtatraining 

Ate Vangie at si Kel Nov. 19 
 

Nov. 19 Venue 

  Kumontak Nahalal na pinuno Tentative Nov. 
30 

 Load, sulat sa 
trainers 

4. Magkaraoon 
ng kagamitan 

 Maghanap ng 
sponsor 

Nahalal na pinuno Simula ng 
Dec. 

Unang lingo 
ng Jan. 

Load, internet, 
pamasahe 

  Fundraising 
(caroling o beauty 
pageant) 

Kel, Kit, JC, Abi, Ate 
Myrna, Ate Maling 

Dec. 16  Gitara, musical 
instruments 

  Bibili Treasurer End of Jan.   
 
EVALUATION  

TANONG EBALWASYON NG KOMUNIDAD 

1. Anu-ano ang mahalagang natutunan mo sa pagsasanay?  Paggawa ng plano 
 Mas malawak ng kaalaman 
 Natutunan pano umiwas sa riot at baha 
 Iba’t ibang terminolohiya 
 Puwedeng magsama ang pula at puti 
 Maghanda ng plano 
 Laging handa 

2. Ano ang masasabi mo sa mga aktibidad na ginawa?  Ok, helpful 
 Ok naman 
 Mas napalawak ang kaisipan 

3. Bigyan ng grado ang mga tagapagdaloy ng pagsasanay.  Uno 
 Uno 
 Uno 

4. Ano ang masasabi mo sa pangangasiwa ng oras at 
iskedyul? 

 Gipit sa oras 
 Dos 
 Maraming late 

5. Ano ang masasabi mo sa lugar at pagkain sa 
pagsasanay? 

 Mainit sa venue 
 Ok, masarap 
 Ok naman 

6. Ano ang gagawin niyo upang maibahagi ang mga 
natutunan sa pagsasanay? 

 Ituturo din sa iba 
 Ishashare sa kabataan 
 Ipamahagi sa mga taong wala sa workshop 
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Afterword: Post-Workshop 
activities undertaken 

After the YP Workshop in October, the YP Teams 
volunteered in TAO-Pilipinas’ Christmas gift-
giving activity. They returned to their community 
immersion sites on December 17 (Tanza and 
Tangos) and December 20 (KV1, Rodriguez) and 
distributed gift packages for children.  
 
On December 3, a YP Reunion was held at the 
Malayan Plaza in Pasig City. The event gathered 
five batches of YP Workshop participants since 
2005.  
 
The fifteen (15) students who make up batch 
2011 are expected to complete their internship at 
TAO in 2012 to further their experience and 
provide technical assistance to assisted 
communities. Four of them started as interns at 
TAO as early as November 2011. 
 
The YP Teams also monitored the 
implementation of the community DRR action 
plans formulated during the YP Workshop. They 
reported the following updates from the 
communities as of December 30, 2011: 
 
 
Kasiglahan Village 1 Phase 1D Homeowners 
Association (Rodriguez, Rizal) 

The community association, with the support of 
Community Organizers Multiversity (COM), has 
seriously pursued the action plan they formulated 
for mobilizing a 
volunteer rescue 
team. After the DRR 
workshop, they called 
for a general assembly 
to orient the 
community on the 
project and 
disseminated the call 
for application for 
volunteer rescue team 
members. They also 

conducted a census of vulnerable groups such as 
senior citizens and children as part of their PCVA 
(Participatory Capacity and Vulnerability Analysis).  
The project received active support from 
community members. They have created a 
volunteer rescue team that now has 18 members 
and elected a team leader. They have also put in 
order the organizational structure of their DRRM 
committees.  
 
Their next steps now include the conduct of 
rescue training for its volunteers and fundraising 
for DRRM funds to conduct the trainings and to 
procure emergency rescue equipment. They are 
also coordinating with the LGU for possible 
DRRM funding support.   
 
 
Samahan ng Mangangalakal ng R. Domingo 
(Tangos, Navotas) 

During the YP Workshop, the community opted 
for a big community project, an evacuation 
center, which can respond to the need for 
temporary shelter of the residents during 
emergency situations. Subsequent community 
meetings after the workshop, however, led to a 
decision to abandon the plan because it was 
deemed not feasible. They cited lack of available 
lands in the community big enough for an 
evacuation center.  They intend to plan for 
another community project that will not only fit 
their needs but also their resources. 
 
 
Samahang Pantalan Uno (Tangos, Navotas) 

The community planned for a big community 
project during the YP Workshop --- the provision 
of fire hydrants in the community to address the 
need for immediate fire extinguishment during 
emergency situations. The community has so far 
not undertaken activities to implement the 
project. 
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MASAGANA of Navotas Neighborhood 
Association (Tanza, Navotas) 

MASAGANA planned for the provision of 
community resources for DRR (e.g. construction 
materials and tools) as they prepare for their 
relocation to Angat, Bulacan by 2012. After the 
DRR Workshop, MASAGANA held several 
community meetings to discuss disaster-related 
issues including the community DRR action plan 
they formulated. Changes to the details of the 
action plan (e.g. target dates) were made as they 
prioritized fund raising activities in December. A 
raffle was organized and tickets were distributed 
to community members. The raffle draw was 
conducted on December 18 and this activity was 
able to raise PhP6,400 for the community 
association. 
 
The community intends to fully implement the 
community DRR action plan pending their 
relocation to Angat. They are now busy with 
coordinating activities for their Angat 
resettlement project. 
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